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M O N T C L  A R I  O N
8 No. W  Montclair, N  J 07043 Thurs.. April 18, 1974
Pub Opening Delayed
Voi.
THE B EFO R E  A N D  A FT ER : The turntables are set and cues are given (left) as WMSC, the campus radio station, prepares to broadcast throughout the campus 
on their am station frequency earlier this semester. However, the console is empty and the turntables are still yesterday (right) in the station's office on the 
fourth floor of the Student Center. WMSC has cancelled all broadcasting indefinitely until an SGA committee investigates the station's structure and charges of 
racism after several DJ's were suspended. The station manager, Charles Hecht, claims that without a charter he is powerless to set policy.
W M SC Halts Broadcasting
By John Picinich
WMSC, the campus radio station, 
discontinued on-the-air broadcasting 
this week.
The radio will start broadcasting 
again only when the current situation 
is resolved, according to Charles 
Hecht, WMSC general manager.
" It  is foolish to broadcast if there 
is not any authority to make or 
enforce policies," said Hecht. 
WMSC's charter was suspended two 
weeks ago by the SGA. That charter 
gave the radio station the authority
to make and enforce the 
organization's policies.
A N G E L O  GENOVA, SGA 
president, commented that the 
discontinuing of DJ shows was the 
station's "prerogative."
Genova characterized the station's 
suspension as a "moratorium" on 
WMSC operations so that the newly 
formed SGA committee to 
investigate the radio station could 
"look at the problem and see 
whether or not recent criticisms 
against WMSC are founded, as they
(the problems) are alledged to 
be."
The formation of the committee 
was part of a resolution unanimously 
passed by a closed session of the SGA 
legislature which banned all WMSC 
operation save broadcasting.
The committee will be headed by 
Genova who will not have a vote as 
will another member, a representative 
of student personnel. The remaining 
members, six SG A legislators, two 
at-large students and a representative 
of the executive board of Class One
organizations, will carry votes. As the 
M O N TCLAR IO N  went to press, their 
names had not been released.
The SGA president stressed that 
the committee's duties will primarily 
be of a "fact-finding" nature.
"The committee will be briefed on 
two basic problems of the radio 
station," Genova elaborated, "which 
are the station's present structure and 
the racial question, how WMSC 
relates to minorities."
"The structure (of WMSC) in itself 
does not provide adequately for 
over-all student input into the 
decision-making process," Genova 
explained, also citing mobility within 
the station as another problem that 
must be resolved.
"A ll radio stations are not totally 
democratic," said Hecht in his office. 
" It  does not work," he stressed, 
leaning on his cluttered desk.
"THE ADM INISTRATION, does 
not know the running of a radio 
station nor broadcasts," Hecht 
bemoaned. "Right now," he 
continued, "the (WMSC) staff will 
not accept administrative or 
academic management."
Hecht complained that WMSC 
could not have an audience with MSC 
President David W.D. Dickson to 
show their side of the dispute.
During an interview in his office, 
Dickson stated that he is not the 
proper person for WMSC to see, they 
should go to the SG A instead.
Dickson gave his opinion that the 
structuring of WMSC operations 
should be on the academic side. 
However, some WMSC members 
labelled the dispute as "ivory tower 
versus reality" argument.
By Bill Gibson
Delays resulting from the college's 
spring break have forced the opening 
of the Student Center rathskeller to 
fce delayed by 10 days, Michael 
Loewenthal, Student Center director, 
announced on Wednesday. The new 
opening date has been set as Mon., 
April 29, at 4 pm.
Loewenthal cited delays in 
equipment overhaul, stock purchases 
and personnel training as the major 
factors contributing to the 
postponement.
"WE SET the original April 19 
opening date with every intention of 
adhering to it," explained 
Loewenthal. He added that the week 
of work and training lost because of 
the break "would not allow us to 
open on April 19 and at the same 
time serve and protect the interests 
of the students to the fullest extent 
possible.”
Loewenthal noted that the 10 day 
delay will enable the staff to be 
completely trained, stock purchases 
to be completed and necessary 
repairs and overhaulings to be made. 
"The amount of work left to be done 
warrants the 10 day postponement," 
he said.
THE RATHSKELLER is currently 
closed to students so that the Center 
staff can complete equipment 
cleaning and repairs, pointed out 
Loewenthal. He added that the last 
time much of the equipment was 
used for "Your Mother's Moustache" 
early in the fall semester.
In the absence of a full-time 
manager for the rathskeller, 
Loewenthal has appointed Dave 
Cornelisse, form er Center 
maintenance director, temporary 
manager. He will serve for the 
remainder of the year and has been 
transfered to Harold Ostroff's office. 
Ostroff is Center food services 
director.
LOEWENTHAL SA ID  that all 
students who have a currently valid 
MSC photo ID will be permitted to 
use the rathskeller. Those students 
who do not have a currently valid 
photo ID, including evening and 
graduate students and college staff 
and personnel, will be eligible to 
obtain a special rathskeller card. 
These cards will be distributed after 
it has been ascertained that the 
student currently attends MSC. A 
time and place for distribution will 
be announced at a future date.
Loewenthal said that each student 
admitted with a valid ID  will be 
permitted to bring one guest into the 
rathskeller. The guest must be signed 
in at the door after proof of age is 
presented. Loewenthal emphasized 
that double verification of age may 
be required and that a guest may be 
asked to sign a perjury statement. 
Any doubt as to the validity of 
credentials will be grounds for 
exclusion he said.
SGA Candidates Lacking
By Patricia Mercorelli
Only two candidates have 
taken out petitions for 
election to SGA executive 
offices, according to .Tom 
Barrett, SGA vice president.
As the M O N TCLAR IO N  
went to press, the only two 
offices for which there are 
potential candidates are 
president and secretary, 
according to Barrett. The 
petitions became available on 
April 15 and will be accepted 
until 4 pm tomorrow.
While he was confident that 
more students would stand for 
election, Barrett speculated 
that the elections would be 
contested by his office if no 
one else ran. He emphasized, 
" I  will not allow someone to 
just walk into office."
However, he stated that he 
would not contest the election 
of an unopposed secretary or
treasurer.
BARRETT EXPLAINED
that the scheduled elections 
would have to be held even if 
no one contested them. He 
mentioned, “there is ample 
precedent in the previous 
unapposed Board of Trustees 
election to hold an 
uncontested election."
He continued that after 
such an election, either he or 
the SGA president could 
contest it to the legislature. 
The legislature would then 
schedule special elections 
which, according to the SGA 
constitution, must be held 
before the conclusion of the 
current semester, Barrett 
added.
HOWEVER, SHOULD the
legislature refuse to authorize 
the special elections, the 
student body may petition for 
recall of the officers elected,
Barrett commented.
He elaborated that the 
petition must be signed by 
10% of the full-time student 
population of 7000. After the 
president had determined that 
it was in order, he would 
direct the elections committee 
to hold a referendum election 
to determine if the required 
30% of the student body 
desired new executive 
elections, Barrett noted.
BARRETT EXPLA INED  
that until special elections 
could be held the current 
executive officers would be 
responsible for the operation 
of the SG A corporation.
The annual M O NT­
CLAR IO N  press conference 
for all candidates has been 
scheduled for 10 am, Mon., 
April 29 in the Student Center 
meeting room 1.
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Your first 
tampon 
should 
bea 
Kotex 
tampon.
QFemimnity today 
from Kimberly-Clark
chance
For a trial size package of Kotexk 
tampons (5 tampons), a pretty purse 
container, and a very explanatory 
book entitled "Te ll It Like It Is", 
mail this order form with 251 in com 
to cover mailing and handling to.
Kotex tampons 
Box 551 CN1
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956
Because only Kotex 
tampons have soft, 
rounded ends... gentle 
insertion guides 
instead of two bulky 
v tubes... and more 
protection than the 
leading brand. But 
the only way to be 
convinced is to let a 
Kotex tampon be 
your first one.
Name
Address__
State
Allow 4 weeks for delivery 
Offer expires December 31.1974 
Limit one per customer
datebook
TODAY, THUR., APRIL 18
W ORKSHOP. "Preparing For Job Interviews." Sponsored by Career 
Planning and Placement, 9:30 am, Media Center, C-123. Register in 
advance in Life Hall.
IN T E R N A T IO N A L  C U LT U R A L  WEEK. Latin-American Culture. 
Sponsored by resident assistants, Bohn Hall Cafeteria, 4:30 pm and 
8 pm, Bohn Hall Main Lounge.
M OVIE. Hitchcock film, "The Thirty-Nine Steps." Sponsored by 
English department, 7:30 pm, Math and Science Building, W-120. 
Admission: Free.
SEN IO R  REC ITAL. Peter Anderson, trumpetor. Sponsored by 
music department, 8:15 pm, McEachern Recital Hall. Admission: 
Free.
FRI., APR IL 19
IN T E R N A T IO N A L  C U LT U R A L  WEEK. Italian culture. Sponsored 
by resident assistants, 4:30 pm, Bohn Hall Cafeteria and 8 pm, Bohn 
Hall main lounge.
CO NFERENCE. "Foreign Students." Isidore Emele, 8 am, Student 
Center ballrooms.
SEN IO R  REC ITAL. Dennis Dougherty, tenor and Vanessa Smith, 
piano accompanist. Sponsored by music department, 8:15 pm, 
McEachern Recital Hall. Admission: Free.
MCN., APR IL 22
LECTURE. Introduction to Transcendental Meditation. Noon, 
Student Center, meeting rooms 3 and 4 and 8 pm, Russ Hall. 
WORKSHOP. "Preparing For Job Interviews." Sponsored by Career 
Planning and Placement, 1:30 pm, Media Center, C-123. Register in 
advance in Life Hall.
TUES., APR IL 23
D A R E  TALK. Sponsored by the Drop-in Center, noon, Drop-in 
Center.
GET TOGETHER. Sponsored by Newman community, 7 pm, 
Newman House.
LECTURE. Sponsored by Bicentennial and Anthropology Clubs, 
speaking archeologist Edward J. Lenik, 7 pm, Russ Hall Lounge. 
M OV IE. Hitchcock film, "Notorious." Sponsored by English 
department, 7:30 pm, Math and Science building, W-120. 
Admission: Free.
WED., APR IL 24
PAN EL  D ISCUSSION. Sponsored by the Women's Center, Topic: 
"The Black Professional Woman at MSC," noon. Women's Center, 
Life Hall.
LECTURE. Second preparatory lecture on transcendental 
meditation, noon, Partridge Hall, room 109 and 8 pm, Russ Hall. 
MEETING. Kappa Delta Pi, 7:30 pm, Student Center, meeting 
rooms 1 and 2. <
REC ITAL. Featuring Dan Moore and Kent LaRue, 8:15 pm, 
McEachern Recital Hall. Admission: Free.
Executive Typing Service 
Theses, Scripts, Letters, Resumes, 
Addressing, Gen. Correspondence 
Rapid, Perfect Copy.
Call 785-1792. Incl. Weekends.
FOUND
Camera in Life Hall 
If Owner Can Identify, Camera 
May Be Picked Up in 
..the Faculty-Student Co-op 
2nd Floor Life Hall, 8:30-4:30, 
Monday through Friday
The Raspberries
Tak«Rt BOW toRt 287 48«»lt.FollowRt «eaiflntoSm ithRd 
in Parsippany, turn right for 1 4 mile (formerly Mazdabrook n
For lnfocall(201) 335-9800
in the uuoods
April 19 The Wet Willie Band
a<*i2o Ballin’Jack
&  Blue Ash
»124 Teddy Nugent & 
the Amboy Dukes
Apni 26 Tracy Nelson & 
Mother Earth
notes
RECRUITMENT SCHEDULE
The Career Planning and 
Placement office has announced the 
recruitment schedule for the next 
week. Interested students are asked 
to register one week in advance at the 
Career Planning and Placement Office 
in Life Hall.
On Thurs., April 18, Allstate 
Insurance Company will be looking 
fo r students interested in 
administration, claims, underwriting, 
statistics, sales, operations and 
supervisory training.
Cluet, Peabody Co., Inc. will be on 
campus Fri., April 19 interested in 
industrial engineer training, 
accounting, economics, business 
administration, and mathematics 
students.
Penn. Mutual Life will be looking 
for insurance representatives in the 
Ridgewood area on Tues., April 23. 
On the same day, Deluxe Check 
Printers will be Interviewing students 
for tra in ing in business 
adm in istration, administrative 
science, graphic arts and liberal arts 
with an interest in business majors.
The US Army Reserves will be on 
campus on Thurs., April 25 while the 
Mutual Benefit Life will be 
interviewing on Fri., April 26 
students interested in administration.
M IX -U P
Although many seniors through a 
mistake did not recieve graduation 
news release forms through the mail, 
the forms are available in the Public 
Information Office. C-321.
MEETING
Part-time and evening students will 
meet on Thurs., April 18, 9:30 pm, 
in the Student Center, Ballroom A to 
discuss methods to become affiliated 
with the SGA.
At a previous meeting students 
decided to form an organization 
combining the part-time and evening 
students as a unifying force in the 
community.
GLENDALE COLLEGE 
OF LAW
A Degree Program Qualifying Graduates For Calif. Bar Exam 
5 Min. From Downtown Los Angeles In A Suburban Community 
Enrollment Now Being Accepted for September term 
Inquiries Are Invited By The Dean Of Admissions:
GLENDALE COLLEGE OF LAW 
220 NO. GLENDALE AVE 
GLENDALE, CA. 91206 (213)247-0770
M O N T C L A R I O N
Frank Balistrieri advertising mana^r
Michael F.X. Grieco advisor
Mike Finnegan arts editor
Maureen Garde assignment editor
Carla Capizzi associate editors
Bill Gibson
Scott Winter business manager
Men of A.P.O. circulation
JoAnn D'Acunti copy editors
Dia Palmieri
Alice Hartman editorial assistant
Susan Kelly graphics manager
Michael Hatem magazine editor
Bob Adochio photography editor
Hank Gola sports editor
Rich Keller assistant sports editor
The M O N TC LAR IO N  is published weekly throughout the 
academic year, except during examination, vacation and Winter 
Session, by the Student Government Association, Inc., of Montclair 
State College, Valley Road at Normal Ave., Upper Montclair, N.J. 
07043. Telephone: (201) 893-5169.
Advertising rates upon request. Known office of publication: 
Student Center, Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043.
The M O N TC LAR IO N  is a member of the New Jersey Collegiate 
Press Association and is a five time winner of the All-American 
rating of the Associated Collegiate Press Competition.
The editorial opinions expressed represent those of the 
editor-in-chief unless otherwise designated.
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Classes Closed Out of Charters
By Joan Miketzuk
The freshman, sophomore, junior and senior 
classes were not renewed as Class One 
organizations of the SGA. The bill that was passed 
at Tuesday's meeting cited their "function as 
highly questionable" and the SG A 's  "severe 
financial crunch" as reasons for not renewing the 
charters.
The bill suggested that the class organizations 
apply for Class Two charters but did not make 
definite provisions to continue the classes as 
organizations.
SG A  President Angelo Genova, the author of the 
bill, remarked at the meeting that "because of the 
rapidly changing situation at MSC there is little 
class identitty.”
EVENTS SPONSORED by the classes currently 
are graduation, the Senior Banquet and the Junior 
and Senior Balls.
Graduation funds necessary for the program are 
to be "petitioned to the Legislature" as a Class 
Two organization.
The bill also calls for the discontinuation of the 
Senior Banquet "as per the advice of previous 
Senior Class presidents."
The bill calls for the Junior and Senior Balls to 
be combined into "one function (i.e.. Spring Ball) 
programmed and budgeted by the College Life 
Union Board (CLUB)."
Genova also cited "restrictive membership" as 
another factor for not renewing the Class One 
charters.
HE EXPLA INED  that "you can't have a Class 
One organization that is opened to all students but 
yet have a class identity."
One of the points discussed at the meeting
Tuesday was the combination of the Junior and 
Senior Balls. It was brought out that both affairs 
were sold out this year and that combining the two 
would be difficult because of the large number of 
people involved.
Senior class president Renee Mirenda remarked 
that attendance at the dinner-dances were 
"unpredictable." SG A  attorney general Sam Crane 
claimed that the classes had difficulty selling bids 
for the balls two years ago.
Genova added that, in working on the bill, he 
"spoke with the present class presidents and two 
previous presidents and only one disagreed" with 
the bill.
The $2.75 per student that was allotted for all 
four calsses this year will be redistributed, 
according to the proposed guidelines, to the other 
Class One organizations.
IIIIIIHIIIM IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIHII
Black Week Offers Variety
By Jo Ann D'Acunti
The Black Student Cooperative 
Union (BSCLO has scheduled a week 
of diversified activities ranging from 
lectures to dances.
George Ryder, vice president of 
BSCU academic affairs explained the 
expansion of the black program was a 
result of the growth of BSCU and the 
college community. Last year's 
program was only one weekend.
" IN  EXTENDING  the program to
a week it will be more 
comprehensive, in that there will be a 
larger amount of activities that will 
appeal to the taste of various 
people," Ryder commented.
"The program will feature a 
diversity of professionals, from artists 
to ministers," Ryder added.
ONE OF the activities is an art 
exh ib it with lectures and 
demonstrations on Wed., April 24, at 
11 am and Thurs., April 25 at 10 am 
in the Student Center ballroom A.
M a rg a re t  M e a d
The artists will include Selma Burke, 
Hughie Lee-Smith and Bill Caldwell.
Burke, who will speak at 1 pm on 
April 24, is the sculptress of the 
Roosevelt Dime which can be seen in 
the Register of Deeds Building in 
Washington, DC. Burke has had her 
work exhibited in this country and 
Europe. The Selma Burke Art center, 
which offers the instruction of 
sculpture, painting, dance and 
weaving has been constructed in her 
honor.
LectureAnthropologist to
Anthropologist Margaret Mead 
will lecture on "The Immediate 
Present and the Undetermined 
Future" Friday at 1 pm in Memorial 
Auditorium.
The 71 year old author 50 years 
ago ventured alone to Samoa to 
study primitive tribes and still 
pursues studies of other cultures 
today in order "to  find out more 
about human beings, to shed light 
upon us, upon our potentialities and 
our limitations."
As she writes in her recently 
p u b l i s h e d  a u t o b io g r a p h y ,  
"Blackberry Winter," "Studying 
these people who are living now as 
they have lived for centuries and who 
embody ways of thinking and feeling 
we do not know about, we could add 
immeasureably to our knowledge of 
who we ourselves are."
SHE BEG AN  teaching graduate 
courses at Columbia University in 
1947 and is currently adjunct 
professor of anthropology there.
In 1928, she published "Coming 
of Age in Samoa" and since then has 
written 22 books, including "Sex and 
Temperament in Three Primitive 
Societies" and "New Lives for Old." 
She has edited seven books, 
co-authored eight, produced six films 
and narrated four others.
Margaret Mead, anthropologist and author, will appear at Montclair State 
on Friday, April 19 at 1 pm in Memorial Auditorium. She will speak on "The 
Immediate Present and the Undetermined Future."  The lecture is sponsored 
by CINA. Admission is free to Montclair State Students with an SGA ID  and 
$1 to others.
SMITH AND Caldwell are both 
painters who have had their work 
exhibited in various museums and 
galleries throughout the United 
States and Europe. Smith's work can 
be found in the Detroit Institute of 
Art, Detroit Society of Arts and 
Crafts and Universities of Munich, 
Wayne Howard and Atlantic.
-Caldwell has had exhibits in the 
Olsen Gallery in Oslo, the Mueller in 
Hamburg, the Eric Stomson in 
Helsinki and the Simpson Gallery in 
London.
ROBERT BECK, a former pimp, 
will be speaking on his former life 
style on Mon., April 22 at 8 pm in 
the Center ballrooms. Beck is the 
author of "Mama Black Widow" and 
"Pimp," a story of his past life style.
Brother Samad, an inmate at 
Trenton State prison will give a 
lecture on the prison's black studies 
program. His presentation will be on 
Tues., April 23 at 5 pm in the Center, 
ballroom C.
A  CO NCERT  featuring Black 
Ivory, La Belle and Tower of Power 
will be on Mon., April 29, at 9 pm in 
Panzer Gym. All proceeds from the 
concert will go to famine-stricken 
Africans in Sahel. There will also be a 
speaker from R A IN S  at the concert, 
a fund raising organization for 
Africans in need.
Other activities include a career 
day on Mon., April 22, from 10 am 
to 4 pm in the Center ballrooms, the 
William Dorche Jr. Scholarship 
Disco-Dance on Fri., April 26 at 9 
pm in the Life Hall Cafeteria, the 
Miss Black Talent Review on Sat., 
April 27, at 1:30 pm in Memorial 
Auditorium and the Intercollegiate 
Choir Festival on Sun., April 28 at 8 
pm in the Center ballrooms A  and B.
R Y D E R  STA TED  that last year's 
Black Weekend was very successful. 
"We anticipate an even larger turn 
out this year." Ryder said.
Black week will begin on Mon., 
April 22 and continue through to the 
following Monday. Each day will 
include three or more activities.
Genova
Picked 
By SGA
SGA President Angelo 
Genova was nominated by the 
SG A legislature to the position 
of student representative of 
the Board of Trustees.
Despite the nomination, 
which automatically puts his 
name on the ballot pending 
c u m u l a t i v e  g r a d e  
requirements, Genova said 
after the SGA meeting on 
Tuesday that he "would take 
out a petition to get 
constituent support."
Any student wising to run 
for the Board of Trustee seat 
may do so by submitting a 
petition with the required 
signatures and meeting the 
cumulative grade average 
requirements of a 2.5 
minimum. Petitions are due on 
Friday at 4 pm and can be 
picked up in the SG A office
Angelo Genova
Nominated for Board Post
on the fourth floor of the 
Student Center.
ALSO  AB LE  to nominate 
students to the position are 
the school senates.
The position, currently held 
by former SGA president Sam 
Crane, is not a voting position, 
but like the faculty seat on the 
board, is an advisory post.
The student representative 
to the board was instituted 
two years ago. The first 
representative, Eileen Patton, 
was appointed. Wendy 
Gillespie was the first elected 
student representative and 
Crane is the second.
Students will vote for the 
position along with the SGA 
executive spots on May 8 and 
9.
G EN O VA  BEAT  out
representative Cathy Bataille 
and vice president of 
internal affairs Dennis 
Casale to win the nomination.
Crane was likewise 
nominated by the SGA last 
year and ran unopposed for 
the position.
When explaining why he 
was planning to take out a 
petition, Genova remarked, " I  
see the SGA nomination as an 
endorsement."
-Miketzuk
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LABELLE
MON., APRIL 22 
Student Center 
ballrooms A, B and C 
Career Day 10 am to 4 pm 
)Arts High Dancers 7:15 pm to 8 pm 
"Speaker: Robert Beck (Iceberg Slim) 
8 pm to 11 pm
Refreshments Admission: Free
ICEBERG SLIM
WED., APRIL 24 
IStudent Center ballroom A 11 am to 11 pm 
Art Exhibits, Lectures and demonstrations 
Artists: Selma Burke, Asa King,
Bill Caldwell and Hugliie Lee Smith 
campus and community art 
Basketball Tournament: >
5 pm to 9 pm Gym VI Panzer Gym
Admission: Free
APRIL 23 
Student Center 
ballroom C
Speaker: Brother Samad, Trenton State Prison's 
Black Studies Program 5 pm to 6:30 pm 
Movie: “Behind the Lines”
“Frelimo in Mozambique” 6:30 pm to 7 pm
Slides: BSCU Activities 7 pm to 8 pm 
Music, rap, dance, refreshments 
8 pm to midnight Admission: Free
Black Week 
Africa
<Calendar
THUR., APRIL 25
Continuation of Art Exhibit 10 am to 5 pm 
Student Center ballroom A 
Community Merchants 10 am to 5 pm
Student Center ballrooms B and C
FRI., APRIL 26 Student Center ballroom A
Community Involvement Day 10 am to 5 pm 
Bando (Martial Arts) Exhibition 7:30 pm to 8:30 pm 
Life Hall Cafeteria
William Dorche Jr. Scholarship Disco-Dance 9 pm 
Admission: $1 with MSC ID and $1.50 without MSC ID
Black
Cooperative
Union
of Montclair 
State College
SAT., APRIL 27
Basketball Tournament Semi Finals 1 pm to 5 pm 
Panzer Gym
Miss Black Talent Review 7:30 pm 
Memorial Auditorium 
(Regional preliminary to Miss Black
I America) Admission: $1 with 
MSC ID and $2 without MSC ID
MON., APRIL 29
Ed Carpenter, director, Harlem Prep 
1 pm Student Center ballroom B 
Concert Benefit for Relief for Africans in Need in the Sahel
9 pm Panzer Gym 
Speaker from RAINS, Black Ivory, La Belle and Tower of Power 
Admission: $4 with MSC ID, $4.50 without
SUN., APRIL 28
Basketball Tournament Finals 10 am 
Panzer Gym
Fashion Show 2 pm to 7 pm 
Buffet 7 pm to 8 pm 
Student Center ballrooms 
A,B and C
Intercollegiate Choir 
»Festival 8 pm
ballroom A J  For Further Information call BSCU at 893-4198 or write BSCU,
and B MSC, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043.
TOWER OF POWER
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Controversial Archaeologist
Von Dani ken Lectu for
By Kim Bogart
Did astronauts visit the earth 
40,000 years ago? Did extraterrestrial 
beings help set up the giant stone 
faces that brood over Easter Island? 
These are just a sample of the 
questions posed by Erich van 
Daniken, author of the bestsellers 
"Chariots of the Gods?," "Gods 
From Outer Space" and "Gold of the 
Gods."
Von Daniken is coming to MSC 
and with him he brings a whirlwind 
of controversy. On Thurs., May 2, 
von Daniken will present his 
lecture-slide show in the Student 
Center ballroom at 8 pm. The lecture
the Council on 
National Affairs
The
Paperback 
Book Shop
50,000 Paperbacks 
in Stock
Special Orders for Students 
At the Five Corners 
580 Bloomfield Ave. 
Bloomfield, N.J. 
743-4740
is sponsored by 
International and 
(CINA)
ACCO RD ING  TO von Daniken, in 
ancient times the earth was visited by 
astronauts from another solar system 
who deposited the seeds that grew 
into our present civilization. In his 
first book, "Chariots of the Gods7' 
he proclaims, "These 'strangers’ 
annihilated part of mankind existing 
at the time and produced a new, 
perhaps the first, homo sapiens."
In The New York Times Book 
Review of March 31, 1974, Richard 
R. Lingeman explores von Daniken's 
theories and von Daniken's 
"credibility problem." In an 
interview with Lingeman, von 
Daniken explained, "The facts I 
present are not a question of the 
credibility of a person. I admit it’s a 
theory--a speculation."
Lingeman writes, "The facts, in 
other words, were facts; the 
interpretation that von Daniken 
makes of these facts is his own and 
open to debate."
Lingeman state that von Daniken, 
in his career as a hotelier, was found 
guilty of charges of embezzlement, 
fraud and forgery. According to
May 2
negative—ancient peoples couldn't 
have done or thought all the things 
they did-to prove a positive- that 
the ancient people were the 
beneficiaries of some kind of 
cosmological Point Four program"
Memorial Conference to Discuss 
Problems of Foreign Students
Lingeman, "a  court psychiatrist 
examined von Daniken and found 
him a prestige-seeker, a liar and an 
unstable and criminal psychopath 
with a hysterical character, yet fully 
accountable for his acts."
In "Chariots of the Gods? von 
Daniken questions the ability of the 
Easter Islanders to set up the giant 
stone faces and the Egyptians to 
build the pyramids. Lingeman states, 
"H is method is to use a
By Dia Palmieri
Isidore Emele, an MSC graduate 
and native of Nigeria, was shot and 
killed last June. In his memory the 
Office of International Programs is 
sponsoring a conference on foreign 
student problems in the State of New 
Jersey.
The idea to organize a foreign 
student conference originated with 
friends of Emele who, according to 
Joseph Kloza, decided to do 
"something positive for the negative 
thing that had happened so that 
Emele would not have died in vain."
The conference is to be held in the 
S tu d e n t Center ballroom . 
Registration is at 9 am.
MSC FOREIG N  students will be 
given the opportunity to discuss and
Qo away to college this summer 
6 miles from Philadelphia.
Summer Sessions — 1974
GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
Biology English Philosophy
Chemistry History Political Science
Civil Engineering Library Science Psychology
Electrical Mathematics Sociology
Engineering Modern Languages Religious Studies
Education Mechanical
Engineering
UNDERGRADUATE COURSES
Accounting Finance Marketing
Advertising Fine Arts Physics
Astronomy Geography Speech
Business Law Industrial Statistics
Economics Management
Insurance
GRADUATE COURSES
Classical Languages Secondary School Science Theatre
First Session Second Session Third Session
Day & Evening Day Evening
May 29-June 26 June 27-August 2 May 28-August 2
(Registration: May 28) (Registration: June 26) (Registration: May 23)
COEDUCATIONAL « AIR-CONDITIONED RESIDENT ACCOMMODATIONS
$52  per credit 
$70 per credit
For Bulletin and mail registration, write or call DIRECTOR OF THE SUMMER SESSION
Undergraduate Fee 
Graduate Fee
Villanova University, Villanova, Pa. 19085 • (215) 527-2100 
On Philadelphia's Main Line
Weekly Campus Picnics • Film Series • Concerts • Complete Athletic Program 
Ample Free Campus Parking
VILLANOVA
UNIVERSITY
offer solutions to the problems they 
face as students in the US.
The conference, to be held on Fri., 
April 19, is aimed toward uncovering 
problems such as American-foreign 
student relations.
According to Kloza, director of 
international programs, the basic 
difficulty which the foreign student 
faces is one of "communication with 
the American people." The problems 
that arise from this common 
denominator range from immigration 
to culture shock.
JOHN SCHER
PRESENTS AT THE
THEATRE
326 MONROE STREET 
PASSAIC. NEW JERSEY
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THE A LL -D A Y  conference will 
consist of a morning session entitled 
"Who, Why and What are Foreign 
Students?" Topics to be covered 
include the laws and regulations 
governing international exchange; the 
foreign student and US foreign 
affairs.
The film, "When I Return Home, "  
will also be shown.
After a lunch of international 
foods there is scheduled to be 
action-oriented workshops. The 
students may choose from workshops 
ranging from immigration and 
curriculum to culture shock and 
social problems.
The workshops will focus on 
discussion and proposals for solutions 
to the problems.
COUPLES NEEDED  FOR 
C H ILD C A R E
Work as often and 
In the areas you want 
Vacationing parents need 
Responsible couples to care 
For their homes 
and children 
Good salary 
with food
And expenses provided 
Call: C O LLEG IA T E  
HOME SE R V IC E S  
445-2377#1 <|sis silver
"1974 IMPORT 
CAR  OF THE 
Y EAR  By 
Roadtest 
Magazine Seddrf
The Sporty Commuter with the 
Thrifty Price.
/ ¡ S * ' '
fir  19»
Comfortable 
sports car 
handling, 
maximum 
economy.
^  HONDA CIVIC i
City Motors 
h o n d a
225 Rivtr on««
Passaic, at Rta 21 Exit
777-1600
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REAL
MOVIES
SFA Real Movies Presents 
I t ’s M ajo r  Film Festival
Friday, April 26 8 pm
Fine A r t s  Auditorium
Admission: Montclair Students .50 
Others .75
Refreshments will be served.
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Viet Vets Not Gone But Forgotten
Kim Bogart 
and JoAnn D'Acunti
Vietnam veterans, although great 
in number, seem to be a forgotten 
group.
In a telephone interview M SC 's 
Veterans' Services director, John 
Snyder, said that MSC has "over 
1000 Vietnam era veterans and 
dependents collecting benefits."
A  major problem mentioned by 
many veterans was that of benefits. 
Vince Egan, a Vietnam veteran, said 
that the Veterans Administration 
(VA) is very "impersonal and 
bureaucratic." He went on to say, " I  
feel that the government owes me 
something and I don't think that 
they care about veterans.”
KEN GLAOISH, the national 
president and MSC chapter member 
of Alphi Sigma Mu (the veterans' 
fraternity), claims that the Vietnam 
era veteran gets "nothing in 
comparison to WW II veterans." He 
attributes this to the fact that
"Vietnam was an unpopular war 
which we didn't win while WW II was 
definitely popular and those veterans
won."
According to Snyder veterans of 
WW II, unlike today, were able to 
afford Ivy League schools. He added 
that most Vietnam era veterans can 
just about afford to attend state 
colleges. Gladlsh supported this view 
by saying that college was only 
possible for him because of the VA  
bill. Presently the bill grants each 
veteran $220 per month for 
education expenses.
Snyder stated that there is a bill in 
Trenton for veterans who are New 
Jersey residents that would give the 
NJ veteran $250 a semester in
addition to the monthly V A  bill. The 
eligibility guidelines would be the 
same as for the V A  bill.
According to Snyder, another 
project the Veterans Service is 
working on is an outreach program. 
This is a peer counseling program 
strictly for veterans and will work 
within the communities of 
neighboring towns.
SNYDER ALSO Indicated that 
while many veterans don't have 
extreme adjustment problems, there 
are some obvious ones.
According to Snyder, these 
problems are varied in degree as well 
as source. He said that some veterans 
just didn't like the experience of 
military service. Some, who have had
combat duty, don't want or like to 
talk about their war time 
experiences.
Gladish said that "overall most 
veterans believe that the United 
States shouldn't have been in 
Vietnam in the first place." Gladish 
was drafted into the Army and spent 
his last year in Vietnam. He said that 
at first he really believed in the war 
but now, looking back, he doesn't. 
He added that he wasn't injured 
while there but " I  do know many 
veterans who were and are now 
psychologically messed up."
EGAN HAD enlisted in the Marine 
Corps "because I felt that there was 
something worthwhile" in the war 
effort. He said that he spent 15
months in Vietnam and upon 
returning to the US, "couldn't 
believe that I wasted 15 months of 
my life and that the American public 
was the way it was." Egan said he 
was also very active in the anti war 
movement after his return. He is not 
a member of Alpha Sigma Mu.
Snyder said that another 
adjustment problem was age 
differences. Gladish and Arthur 
Vallette, vice president fo the MSC 
chapter of Alpha Sigma Mu, echoed 
this problem of age difference. Beside 
their military service, some veterans 
work before they start college. "A s  a 
result," Vallette said, "most kids are 
younger--not necessarily physically 
but mentally.”
Festiva l to Feature Foreign Foods
The 1974 MSC International 
Festival will be held In the Student 
Center ballroom on Sat., April 20. 
The festival, scheduled from 8 pm to
51 UPPER M O N TCLA IR  PLAZA  
UPPER M ONTCLA IR , NJ 07043
We Have What They Don’t at Reasonable Prices. 
Try Us, You'll Like Us.
Rock, Folk, Blues, Jazz, Classics, Etc.
THE ACADEM IC  RESEARCH GROUP, INC.
240 Park Avenue 
Rutherford, N.J. 07070 
(201) 939-0189
REPORTS, PAPERS, RESEARCH M ATER IA L
Quality Service. Low Rates 
We're Just 10 Minutes from MSC 
Call, write or come in.
Mon. - Fri.: 10-5 Sat: 10-3
1 am, is sponsored annually by the 
International Students Organization 
and will feature native dishes from 
eight counties, cooked by MSC 
foreign students turned chef for the 
evening.
Entertainment for the evening will 
feature two bands -  the Tuff Duck 
and the Full Version -  and Korean, 
Near Eastern and Flamenco dancers. 
The program will also include an 
international fashion show by ISO
members.
TICKETS ARE $2 for MSC
students and $3 for others and are 
available in the Center or at the door.
Among menu items planned at the 
dinner are rakott kaimpl, a potato 
dish from Hungary; Jordanian 
meatballs; griot, a pork concoction
from Haiti; and plantanos fritos 
(fried plaitains) from the Caribbean. 
African members of ISO will supply 
soul food.
Admission price includes a dinner 
plate; beverage and dessert are extra. 
Further information on the festival 
can be obtained from the ISO faculty 
advisor at 893-5185.
News desk
(l • 1»
Capricorn
(At Eclipse Bowling Lanes) One and a half miles south of Rt. 46 
Rt. 17 South (Next to Fiesta) ’lasbrouck Heights, NJ
Fri-Sat-Sun 
April 19-20-21 Twisted Sister
Wed-Thurs-Fri-Sat-Sun Jeremy Thurs. April 25 T EQ U ILA  PA RTYApril 24-25-26-27-28 Pepe Lopez Tequila Gifts! Prizes!
Open Wed. through Sun. eves - 18 years - ID  required Tor In focali 288-9835
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
The MSC chcpter of the national 
service fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, 
will award their annual $100 
scholarship to a full time student. 
The scholarship will be awarded to a 
junior or senior with a 3.0 cum. To 
be eligible for the grant a student 
must have demonstrated leadership 
qualities and be in financial need. 
Nominees must also show a promise 
for success in a chosen field and they 
must have been active on campus.
APO, which is active in both 
community and campus affairs, 
intends to award the scholarship to a 
student with similar interests. The 
fraternity coordinates the used book 
store, blood drives, the lost and 
found as well as assisting worthy 
charities.
Applications for the award are 
available in the Student Center, the 
Financial Aid Office, all school deans 
offices, and APO in Life Hall. The 
forms must be returned to the 
Financial Aid Office before May 2.
15% O ff Parts With This Ad
Little Car Company 119 Grove Street 
Montclair, New Jersey 783-5380
VW  SERVICE SPECIALISTS
Tune-Ups 
Mufflers 
Front Ends
Brakes
Rebuilt Engines 
Transmissions
All work Done by Factory-Trained Mechanics 
Complete Stock of Standard & Custom Parts 
Full Line of Tools for the Do-It-Yourselfer
15% Off Parts With This Ad
WORK EXPERIENCE
A  work experience program for 
counselors and teachers will be 
offered this summer by MSC in 
cooperation with the NJ Council on 
Economic Education.
Designed to provide first hand 
experience in the world of 
economics, the program involves six 
to eight weeks of work with a related 
seminar. Participants will receive 
three graduate credits in the field of 
career guidance.
Employers who can offer summer 
work experience and are interested in 
tne program should contact Dr. 
Lawrence Kenyon, Education and 
Community Services school, at 
893-5173.
CLASSIFIED
Learning disability consultant. 
Former university prof accepting 
college clients seeking Individual 
therapy to Increase comprehension, 
c o n c e n t r a t io n ,  con fid e n ce , 
motivation. Call 783-7070.
19 year old paraplegic willing to do 
typing at home. Must be delivered 
and picked up. Call 438-8636.
R E N T A L S  - S E A S ID E  
H E IG H TS. Reserve now. Two and 3 
bedroom apartments. Sleeps 8 and 10 
persons. A ir cond. and tv. Half block 
ra"] and boardwalk. From
$110. 830-1607.
S U M M E R  E M P L O Y M E N T  
Counselor needed at day camp to 
teach “ N A T U R E  SC IE N C E  A N D  
E C O L O G Y " Mondays - Fridays 9 am 
to 4 pm. July 1 to August 23. Camp 
Is located In Florham Park. Must 
Have Car. A lso need general 
counselors. Phone 731-2612
"Anything Photographic"
We feature such brand names as:
Agfa, Bronica, Canon, Fujica, 
Kodak, Konica, Minolta, Nikon, 
Olympus . . .  to name a few.
Please call or write for prompt 
price quotations to:
HBIS Marketing Enterprises 
31 Katherine Avenue 
Passaic, New Jersey 07055 
(201) 777-9299 (8-10PM)
(You'll filp when you hear the prices)
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Hurrah for  
Common Sense
The SGAmove to cancel the Class One charters o f the freshman, 
sophomore, junior and senior classes accomplishes something seldom 
found in government anywhere -- simplification.
Transfering the annual spring dinner-dances to CLUB and 
consolidating them into one affair, making graduation funds 
petitionable through Class Two procedures and discontinuing the 
Senior Banquet gets rid of a lot o f excess baggage for the legislature 
to deal with.
With so many students picking up credits on an irregular basis 
(i.e., not in the traditional eight semesters) it has become harder and 
harder to classify students into a class, especially since the classes do 
little for the individual student until graduation rolls around.
With many courses open to most students, regardless of class of 
total credits accumulated, students constantly encounter people not 
in their class and class distinctions become blurred.
The high school situation of snubbing underclassmen disappears in 
the college classroom, especially when the actual ages of students 
can vary by as much as 30 years.
Thus, in sweeping aside a structure that has seen better days and 
incorporating it into the existing structure, the SGA also displayed 
something seldom seen in government-common sense.
A Sound Proposal
The Council on Commuter Affairs (COCA) has presented to the 
SGA legislature a parking proposal to be studied. COCA is also 
planning on having this proposal studied by the all-college parking 
committee and have some of its points adopted.
One of these concepts is that of abolishing priority parking for 
faculty, staff and administration. According to the proposal, the 
faculty contract does not call for special, reserved parking spaces but 
merely for parking at no cost. There is no provision made for 
location.
The argument in defense of the priority system is that if a teacher 
does not have a parking space near classes, he will be late for class if 
he had to find a parking space.
This argument holds little water on three counts. The teacher is 
being paid to conduct a class at a certain time. That is his or her job 
and it is also his or her job to get there on time. Leaving five minutes 
sooner to assure getting to class on time would alleviate this 
grievance with little effort.
Secondly, there are enough spaces on campus to accomodate 
everyone. Therefore, the teacher should have no trouble driving to 
the quarry if necessary and parking his vehicle. The only adjustment 
he would have to make is a pair of sneakers or hiking boots for the 
jog from car to class.
It is not as if  there are less parking spaces on campus than cars 
forcing the faculty member to drive around for half an hour to hunt 
out a precious spot.
Thirdly, why is the teacher’s being late for class cause for special 
treatment? If the student is late because he or she cannot easily find 
a parking spot, it seems that there is little concern for the material 
covered in class that the student would miss, whether the teacher is 
on time or not.
Naturally, special parking privileges would still remain for 
handicapped students and faculty who need access to walks, 
driveways and buildings.
But the fact still remains that the teachers are getting something 
for nothing (they do not pay for their special parking decals) and the 
students are getting nothing for something (to the tune $10). 
Something’s gotta give somewhere. COCA’s proposal to abolish 
priority parking is sound. We hope someone hears it.
Prez Closes Door to WMSC
By WMSC Board of Directors
In light of the severity of the 
controversy over WMSC, the campus 
radio station, it is unfortunate that 
WMSC had to resort to a letter in 
order to obtain Dr. David W.D. 
Dickson’s ear. We were forced down 
this avenue after three atempts to 
make an appointment with the 
president through proper procedure 
resulted in a reply of “The president 
will call you when he’s ready.”
We tried to speak to the president 
during the last week of March, before 
the radio station problems 
mushroomed outside of the station. 
Perhaps if he had heard our side, 
what is now an out of proportion and 
still expanding problem could have 
been reduced to a common 
denominator.
FAILURE
Dickson’s failure in not going 
directly to the heart of the problem 
resulted in second-hand information, 
which is as reliable as purchasing a 
second-hand automobile. What scant 
particles of information we have 
received through the SGA and 
channels of administrative rumor has 
confirmed our fear that adulterated 
information is being presented to the 
president administration, the SGA 
and the college population in general.
WMSC’s concerns go significantly 
deeper than just wanting to have an 
audience with Dickson to espouse a 
predictable defense of our structure 
or past actions or speak of our laurels 
and accomplishments; rather, our aim 
is to suggest needed improvements
Any student organization wishing 
office space for the academic year 
1974-1975 in the Student Center or 
Life Hall must file an application 
with the Center Policy Board by Fri., 
April 19. Applications are available at 
the Center Information Desk and the 
board office. They must be returned 
to the board’s office. Applications 
will be reviewed by the board and 
contracts issued will be effective as of 
June 30. Any student organization is 
eligible to apply for space in the 
Center. There are no qualifications or 
specific requirements for student 
organizations.
ELECTION
At an all-day seminar of the board 
members, the constitution and 
by-laws of the board were revised.
within WMSC’s constitution and 
structure, including a board of 
managers without board of directors 
representation and the cessation of 
commercial advertising which was 
imposed against our wishes by the 
SGA.
WMSC feels that the two year 
effort invested in the acquisition of 
the “impotable” fm license, without 
SGA aid, in addition to our 
fund-raising efforts we have put in to 
help the disabled people that Easter 
Seals serve, our mutual cooperation 
with the New Jersey Public 
Broadcasting Authority (NJPBA), 
rare collegiate membership in the 
National Association of Broadcasters 
(NAB) and voting status on the New 
Jersey Educational Radio Advisory 
Board (NJERAB), make the 
intentions and credibility of this 
board a matter of record. It is ironic 
that the “impossible” fm license 
now hangs like Coleridge’s albatross 
around the college’s neck.
POINT
We raise one paramount point. 
Why can some students see the 
president at his home without going 
through proper procedure, when 
other students, in this case student 
leaders who go through proper 
procedure, are unable to obtain an 
appointment at the president’s 
office?
Secondly, the April 8 edition of 
the Herald-News quoted Dickson as 
stepping in only “to get the proper 
people involved.” Then what is our 
function? Are we simply pawns of 
the administration that have served
Included in this revision was a change 
in the membership of the board. The 
board felt that it would be in the best 
interests of the board to become a 
completely at-large group. This 
process will take place through a 
transitional period this fall when the 
board will consist of eight at-large 
members and five organizational 
seats. Candidates interested in 
running for these eight positions may 
submit their names to the board any 
time up to May 10. Petitions are not 
necessary and the only criteria 
needed to become a candidate is MSC 
student membership. A table will be 
set up in the lobby of the Center for 
two days; Tues., May 14 and Wed., 
May 15 from 9 am to 10 pm on 
both days.
for two years of fm “dirty work” in 
order to acquire the fm license and 
then ignored when the big decision 
arrives? If we are not the “proper 
people” then what are we?
Thirdly, what about the other 
50-odd students that are satisfied 
with the present structure and system 
of the radio station? What about 
their rights? Do the administration 
and the SGA realize how deeply they 
are concerned with the present 
situation?
UNDEMOCRATIC
It appears that the administrative 
structure of the radio station is being 
supplanted by the administrative 
structure of the college, which in our 
opinion, also seems, in Dickson’s 
w o r d s ,  “ e x t r a o r d i n a r i l y  
undemocratic.”
Lastly, WMSC has been criticized 
for its insensitivity in dealing with 
human relations problems. We believe 
the following anecdote will state our 
case.
There is one student who has been 
a member of WMSC for three years. 
In addition to other ouside 
personality problems, this student 
was one of the people whose disc 
jockey show was terminated by 
WMSC. This student has been to the 
dean of students at least twice, the 
assistant dean of students at least 
twice, the college’s professional 
psychological and sexual counselors 
in addition to other administrative 
personnel, not to mention numerous 
meetings with WMSC’s board of 
directors. Despite all of these 
meetings with these diverse groups, 
this student’s personality and radio 
station problems to him remained 
unresolved.
MEETING
At the last general membership 
meeting of WMSC on April 4 the 
dilemma of the radio station was 
discussed. After the meeting had 
concluded, this student requested to 
speak privately with WMSC general 
manager Charles Hecht.
He approached Hecht, and put his 
arm around him and said, “Charley, 
for three years you have constantly 
defended me and now 1 want you to 
know that I am behind you all the 
way.” He then reached into his 
pocket and produced a small cross. 
He said, “My grandmother gave this 
to me; I want you to have it. Promise 
me you will always keep it. Charley, 1 
will pray for you.”
It took three years of effort but 
we are the only ones who got 
through to him. We sincerely hope 
that  sim ilar channels of 
communications can be opened 
between the SGA, the administration 
and WMSC.
B e t t y  Ann O’ K e e f e
Apply for Space Now
Soapbox
To the Editor:
I s u g g e s t  t h a t  t he  
MONTCLARION begin to employ 
the methods of investigative 
reporting that make the fourth estate 
a power in our country. The fm 
license of MSC was obtained through 
the efforts of the staff of WMSC and 
certain individuals in particular. The 
SGA was not helpful but, in fact, a 
hindrance to the success of WMSC 
fm.
When a few dissident individuals 
who cannot learn to follow 
regulations are able to close down 
WMSC, it is a sorry state of affiars.
MSC President David W.D. Dickson 
has decided to play God and is 
employing puppet Angelo Genova as 
his Moses. If the station is to be 
closed down, the station deserves a 
chance to present its case. I believe 
that all of the students at MSC need 
to speak out against the shoddy 
backroom politics that brought about 
the suspension of WMSC’s charter.
Donald Hopkins
To the Editor:
Re: the charge of racism against 
WMSC am/fm .
The people in question know me 
personally and hopefully will 
concede that I am not a racist and 
therefore, can be said to be a fair and 
impartial judge.
The situation at hand is not one of 
racism; it is one of exceeding the 
boundaries of and not following 
WMSC's rules and regulations. These 
policies are requested to be followed 
by all members of the organization 
and/or radio station.
Since when is a student at MSC 
(belonging to any organization) 
allowed to total approximately $200 
worth of telephone calls, irregardless 
of the intention to pay?
Since WMSC is a radio station as 
well as an organization, its program 
policies should be followed 
accordingly. Most radio stations have 
certain format structures, however 
flexible they may be, that must be 
adhered to. Why should WMSC -the 
radio station-be any different?
WMSC-the organization and the 
radio station-are very willing to 
change format structure to 
accommodate different ideas and 
tastes. But, after the overhaul, will 
these new guidelines be subject to 
insubordination just for the sake of a 
jock’s disagreement?
Come on! We are a radio station, 
with the perfect grounds for 
professional teaching and application 
for the speech and theater 
department’s broadcasting majors. 
Don’t bastardize its potential by 
making it a watered down replica of a 
radio station strictly for the use of 
someone’s personal enjoyment
a nd / o r  ego t r ip - o r  the 
administration’s personal vehicle to 
alleviate racial problems at the 
expense of WMSC am/fm •
Michele Dupey 
Traffic Director, MSC 
broadcasting 1975
To the Editor
As both a faculty member and 
national board member of the 
National Organization for Women 
(NOW), I feel called upon to answer 
Hank Gola’s outrageous statements 
concerning sports and women. His 
antiquated, male chauvinist beliefs 
sound much like the statements of 
people of the past who opposed 
women’s entrance into politics, the 
armed forces, professional sports and 
higher education. Such statements as 
“women can never be good doctors,” 
“women will never get elected to 
office” and “professional women 
athletes will never draw big crowds 
and money” sound very similar to 
Gola’s that “valid competition 
between the sexes can never be 
realized.” These kinds of statements, 
one would think, had gone out with 
the horse and buggy.
But it is this horse and buggy 
mentality which would deny women 
who wish to compete with men in 
athletics the right to do so, whether 
these women can win or not. Until 
girls and women get the training, 
coaching and facilities that men and 
boys do, we will never know what 
women and girls can do athletically. 
Right now there are no equal 
facilities for girls anywhere. What 
NOW is asking for is choice; the 
choice to play Little League, whether 
you are a boy or a girl.
Contrary to Gola’s statements, 
physicians who testified at the 
original hearing on the Little League 
case stated that there is no medical 
evidence that either sex’s bone 
structure is frailer or more likely to 
be damaged prior to puberty. Both 
sexes have similar bone structures 
and the same likelihood of injury in 
any sports activity.
Discrimination does not belong 
anywhere, even on a baseball 
diamond-this is all that NOW has 
said and will continue to say. Let any 
girl who wishes have the chance to 
try out and to play on any Little 
League team in equal competition 
with the boys.
Frances Kolb 
assistant history professor
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To the Editor:
1 was astonished when 1 read Hank 
Gola’s article warning women not to 
compete with men in athletics in the 
MONTCLARION.
Mr. Gola’s analogies and 
comparisons (i.e., women vs UCLA in 
basketball) are not only illogical and 
not appropriate but also infantile.
1 would hope that Mr. Gola 
realizes that Little League is not 
intended to be preparation for major 
league play. Granted little leaguers 
and their coaches maintain an almost 
paraprofessional attitude towards 
competition with their physical and 
verbal abuses but it is erroneous to 
state that all girls from the ages of 
eight-12 can’t take it. If a young 
woman wants to take those chances 
faced by all those that participate in 
sports, dammit let her.
When I read or hear such childish 
arguments against women in general,
I can only come to two conclusions -  
either that man was beaten up by the 
girl next door or he was hit by a 
bean ball and cannot help it if he 
cannot think clearly.
Jon F. Sobecki 
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To the Editor:
Having read Mr. Hoitsma’s last 
article in the MONTCLARION I 
became immediately disgusted with 
him and thanked the good Lord for 
that bottle of Maalox 1 keep in the 
office. It is amazing to see the 
MONTCLARION waste good and 
valuable print on the stupidity of 
such a sophomeric mind.
organizations) were to agree with Mr. 
Hoitsma’s premise that the student 
should voluntarily choose which 
organizations he should contribute 
money to, we would be in grave 
danger. I think many of the students 
on this campus wouldn’t give one 
penny to any organization if they 
had to do it voluntarily. It is just like 
paying taxes. How many people 
would pay income tax voluntarily to 
the government? Not too many. It is 
the fear of being thrown in jail by the 
JRS if you don’t pay them-unless 
you are the president. The same 
holds true with the SGA money. 
People have to be made to do it.
You propose, Mr. Hoitsma, that 
every student should give at least a 
dime to every Class One organization. 
This is very kind of you. Seven 
hundred dollars would be, quote “a 
not insubstantial amount of money.” 
Mr. Hoitsma, ask your financial 
editor, just how long would the 
MONTCLARION survive on $700 a 
year. Ask Maria Oliva of the SGA, 
just how long they would be able to 
survive on $700 a year. Ask any of 
the Galumph staff how lavish they 
were with $3,000 a year, never mind 
$700! Ask any of the business heads 
of any organization of a Class One 
rank how well they would survive on 
$700 a year.
1 am sure that they would say it 
couldn’t be for long. And I am 
equally sure they would call you the 
innane babbling idiot that I call you. 
Even the MONTCLARION staff 
would agree with that. I hope that 
the MONTCLARION phases you out 
so that the valuable paper your
garbage is written on can be put to a 
better purpose.
Bryan Press
To the Editor:
Moochers indeed!
The formation of an organization 
composed of MSC evening and 
part-time students intends to unify 
the campus. Your editorial would 
appear to polarize the college into 
separate segments: daytime and 
evening. This cannot possibly be a 
conscious act by a newspaper which 
ought to represent the entire college 
community.
The tone of the editorial was 
perjurative of a sincerely motivated 
group of individuals seeking a higher 
education under difficult conditions, 
to say the least. After a full day’s 
work, the evening and part-time 
students have given up television, 
family life, leisure, recreation and 
other enjoyments to spend their 
fading daylight hours pursuing the 
“sheepskin.”
The effrontery of your editorial 
writer in labelling those serious 
people “moochers” was ill-advised, 
ill-timed and smacks of ill-will. It is 
even conceivable that some of those 
“moochers” are paying for the 
education of the full-time, daytime 
students.
Your editorial writer apparently 
was not aware that in the preliminary 
meetings held, the pro-forma group 
discussed joining the SGA and 
affirmed a policy by which 
mandatory dues would be assessed 
against the evening students.
We should think that the 
newspaper would encourage the 
part-time and evening group as a 
strengthening force in the SGA 
inuring to the benefit of the entire 
college community.
Please convince us that the 
MONTCLARION is a responsible and 
responsive newspaper and that the 
editorial content reflects the desires 
and goals of the underprivileged and 
overworked evening and part-time 
students by giving equal space to 
rebut the “Moocher” editorial. The 
efforts of this mature group may help 
improve conditions at MSC for all 
students, young, old or middle aged.
Joseph M. Zimel
To the Editor:
After seeing “The Great Gatsby,” I 
cannot comprehend the negative 
reaction of the critics. It seems to me 
that their cruel reviews were merely a 
manisfestation of a scorn felt towards 
the grandiose publicity the film had 
received b e f o r e  its release . 
Therefore I feel that as a simple 
movie-goer I ought to voice my 
opinion so that not every viewer will 
shy away from the movie.
It is interesting that in order to 
dirt the film the critics constantly 
refered to the novel. It is interesting 
because in doing so they failed to 
perceive the elements of the novel 
that make the film great.
For example, a favorable target of 
attack was Robert Redford’s 
awkwardness in portraying the title 
role. Yet Gatsby himself as presented
in the novel was awkward and 
uncomfortable in playing his part. He 
was a poor man acting out the role of 
a rich individual.
Also, Redford’s woodenness was 
only part of the smoke screen 
Fitzgerald had erected around his 
hero to hide his background and his 
underworld activities.
The critics also failed to grasp 
Daisy’s childness and silliness. They 
accused Mia Farrow of being 
superficial. It is this very 
superficiality that prevents Daisy 
from fully loving Gatsby and that 
illustrates the vast difference between 
the Daisy of West Egg and the Daisy 
of the man’s dreams.
The critics complained of Sam 
Waterson’s detachment from those 
around him. As an honest man he 
cannot be a member of a world of 
hypocrisy, disloyalty and coldness, a 
coldness that is as lifeless as the white 
marble of Daisy’s mansion.
How can the critics say that the 
movie lacks the spirit of the novel? In 
the book we have Fitzgerald telling 
us of the dream but in the movie we 
have to discover it for ourselves. And 
we can do so by the presence of the 
green light on the distant dock of 
Daisy’s beach.
I would also like to say that every 
single person in the film was as 
glorious and as perfect as an actor 
can be and the movie, even with its 
minor faults, stands as a work of art. 
As to the critics, well, do you 
remember when they bombed 
“Touch of Evil” and “Citizen Kane?” 
D.H. Figueredo 
English 1975
....... .
To the Editor:
I have often heard critics saying 
that a film should not be compared 
with the novel on which it’s based. 
Yet, in reviewing “The Great 
Gatsby” all the critics have resorted 
to do so. I believe that this is an 
indication of their incapability of 
passing good judgement on a work of 
art (and history proves my point).
A movie should be viewed for 
itself and of itself, without having to 
have relied on other sources. 
Therefore, “The Great Gatsby” as a 
film, is an excellent work of 
cinematography, capturing not only 
the spirit of a man’s dream but also 
the carelessness of the rich society of 
the 1920’s; populating it with 
magnificent actors and crowding it 
with superb scenes; creating a 
romantic air that turns into a tragic 
atmosphere.
The film is one to be remembered. 
One that through the years would 
most definitely become a classic.
Veronica Alsing 
sociology 1975
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Arts Scene
Art Speakers Due, Musical Spoof at
M SC 's Thursday Art Forum series 
will bring to the campus a critic and a 
filmmaker during the remainder of 
April.
Art critic Lucille Lippard will 
s p e a k  t o d a y  Lippard has 
written and edited several books and 
articles on contemporary art.
Professional filmmaker George
Griffin, a specialist in animation, will 
speak on April 25.
Both forums will be held in Calcia 
Auditorium from 1 to 3 pm, and 
admission is free.
BRUBECK 'S COMING
The James Caldwell High School 
Scholarship Fund and the 
Caldwell-West Caldwell PTA League
Gero Wins Title
Edward S. Gero, sophomore speech and theater major, 
has won first prize of $400 in a statewide dramatic acting 
competition sponsored by the New Jersey Chapter of the 
National Society of Arts and Letters at Drew University, 
Madison.
Gero won the award for his performance of selections 
from Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew" and 
Sophocles' "Oedipus Rex," a role he created in the Major 
Theater Series production on campus last month.
He will represent the state at the National Career Awards 
corrpetition in Washington, DC in May, aiming for a top 
prize of $1500.
If You C an Move
Y our IncIex FiNqER
HaIF AN IncIi TO
Click a C amera
Sli UTTER
W e NeecI You 
M ONTCL AR IO N
S tucJeimt C enter
are co-sponsoring two one-hour 
concerts by jazz great Dave Brubeck 
and his sons Darious, Chris and Dan 
at 7 and 9 pm on Tues., April 23 at 
the James Caldwell High School 
Auditorium, Westville, Ave., West 
Caldwell.
"Two Generations of Brubeck" 
will benefit the scholarship fund 
which awards four four-year 
scholarships of $400 each to Caldwell 
graduates each year. Currently the 
fund supports 13 students at a cost 
of $4700 and anticipates giving more 
in June.
Brubeck plays piano with his sons 
and has introduced electronic rock as 
well as jazz in his concerts. Son 
Darius composes and plays on the 
electronic keyboard, Chrii plays 
electronic bass and trombone and 
Dan plays drums.
General admission tickets are 
available, $5 for adults and $4 for 
students, with seating on a first 
come, first served basis. They may be 
purchased by sending a self-addressed 
envelope, ind icating which 
performance, to the scholarship fund 
at the high school or by calling 
226-7652.
G A RF IELD  WHATfl?
The 1940's style of music and 
movies provides the background for 
"The Garfield Nude," an original 
musical comedy to be presented free 
at Newark College of Engineering
(NCE) Theatre on April 19, 20, 
25,26, and 27 and 8 pm and on April
Robert Monacelli
in "The Garfield Nude"
24 at 2:30 pm.
A priceless stolen item, a 
hard-nosed private eye and the 
women who lead him astray all make 
up parts of the comedy plot which 
extracts the flavor of the film classic 
"The Maltese Falcon," starring 
Humphrey Bogart.
The play includes a specifically 
filmed sequence that recreates 
oldtime movie house newsreels and 
features NCE students as well as the 
technical work of its theatre 
department. Information about 
group reservations may be obtained 
by phoning 645-5315.
FOLK FAIR
Some of the world's finest
traditional and contemporary folk 
musicians will appear at Stockton 
State College, Pomona, NJ, April 
19-21 in conjunction with the 
Stockton Folklore Society's second 
annual Lake Fred Folk and Crafts 
Fair.
The festivities will open at 8 pm 
tomorrow with an evening concert in 
the Lecture Hall, featuring harmonist 
Saul Broudy, Ola Belle Reed, 
Breakfast Special and Doris 
Abrahams.
Daytime activities on Saturday 
include crafts exhibits in the Main 
Gallery, music workshops in the 
Lecture Hall and folkdancing led by 
the Stockton Folk Dance Club 
throughout the day in the Commons. 
Saturday's 8 pm Lecture Hall 
Concert will include Michael Cooney, 
Jim Labig, Lewis London and Jane 
Voss.
Activities on Sunday open at 11 
am with a square-dance led by noted 
caller Stretch Pyott. A  2 pm Lecture 
Hall concert will feature Irish 
balladeer Joe Heaney, guitarist Jack 
McCann bluegrass greats Del 
McCoury and His Dixie Pals and 
well-known singer-songwriter Paul 
Seibel, and will close the fair.
Tickets for the fair cost $2 for 
individual days and $5 for 
all-weekend passes, and may be 
obtained in person at the Stockton 
College Campus Activities Office.
There’s no easy way for Charlie Nelson to become Dr. Nelson.
But there is a way to make it somewhat easier. 
Our way. The Armed Forces Health Professions 
Scholarship Program. It won't soften the demands 
of your professors, or those you make upon yourself 
— but it may free you from those financial problems 
which, understandably, can put a crimp in your 
cencentration.
If you qualify, our scholarship program will cover 
the costs of your medical education. More, you'll 
receive a good monthly allowance all through your 
schooling.
But what happens after you graduate?
Then, as a
Antonio. Or the National Naval Medical Center in 
Bethesda, Maryland, recognized worldwide for its 
work in Medical Research.
And if you’ve read this far, you may be interested 
in the details. Just send in the coupon and we'll 
supply them.
r-
i Armed Forces Scholarships Box A
Universal City, Texas 78148
2-CN-44
l desire information for the following program. Army C3 
Navy n  Air Force P  Medical/Osteopathic □  Dental C  
Veterinary* p  Podiatry p  Other (please specify)
branch of your choice you enter a professional 
environment that is challenging, stimulating and
1
1
1
1
1
(please print)
satisfying.
practically all medical specialties. Which gives you
the time to observe and learn before you decide on 1
to train in that specialty. And to practice it.
1
1
You may also find some of the most advanced 
medical achievements happening right where you 
work. Like at the Brooke Army Medical Center in 
San Antonio, Texas, long noted for its Burn Treat­
ment Center. Or the home of Flight Medicine, the 
famed Aerospace Medical Division, also in San
1
1
1
(school)
(month) (year) (degree)
1
1
L.
(month) (day)
‘ Veterinary not available in Navy Program.
(year)
ARMED FORCES HEALTH CARE
DEDICATED TO M ED IC IN E  AN D  THE PEOPLE WHO PRACTICE IT
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Multi-Media Concert Set
Dr. Dike Newlin, noted composer, 
author and MSC music professor, will 
present a multi-media recital on 
Mon., April 22 at 8:15 in McEachern 
Recital Hall. The program is free and 
open to the public.
The presentation will include 20th 
century piano music in many styles 
as well as new electronic computer 
compositions by the performer and 
her colleague Julia Morrison. Both 
women are Resident Visitors in 
Accoustical Research at Bell 
Laboratories in Murray Hill, NJ.
Newlin uses costumes, lighting, 
and props in designing her stagings of 
contemporary compositions to create
unique multi-media experiences - 
o f t e n  in vo lv in g  audience 
participation.
When Newlin was appointed to the 
MSC music faculty music department 
chairman Dr. Benjamin Wilkes said, 
"Dr. Newlin is an important addition 
to the music department staff. As a 
noted author in the field of 
musicology she will lend considerable 
depth and breadth to our offering in 
this area. As a renowned composer 
and researcher in the electronic music 
media, she will point MSC toward the 
music media of the future."
A  graduate of Michigan State 
University, she holds advanced
degrees from . the University of 
California at Los Angeles and 
Columbia University and an honorary 
degree from Upsala College.
H e r  a n a l y t i c a l  s t u d y  
"B ruckne r-M ah le r-Schoenbe rg," 
published in 1947, is considered by 
meny to be the definitive work in 
this field. She is also translator-editor 
of Schoenberg's "Style and Ideas" 
and five other major music books and 
the author of numerous articles for 
periodicals and encyclopedias. Her 
compositions, most of them in the 
12-tone idiom, include "Chamber 
Symphony for 12 Solo Instruments" 
and "Fantasia for Piano."
Scientific Research
on Transcendental 
Meditation
As Tautfit by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi 
Mon., April 22
Noon Student Center Meeting Rooms 3 and 4 
8 pm Russ Hall Lounge 
Students International Meditation Society 
109 Valley Rd.
Montclair
746-2120
Yoi«r I D.Card will getyou
D®% off on any
W e ’re g iv in g  c o lle g e  s tu d e n ts  a 1 0 %  e d g e  on 
the  rest o f the  w o rld  w he n  you  buy ten ts , s le e p ­
ing bags, p a cks , fram es, stoves, lan te rns, 
a n y th in g  fo r  c a m p in g  o r liv in g  in the  g re a t o u t­
d o o rs , Even fre e z e -d r ie d  bee f s tro g a n o ff o r 
ice  c rea m . But, ju s t to  m ake  su re  th a t no one  
e lse  ge ts  in on  the  dea l, you  have  to  sh o w  
y o u r c o lle g e  I. D. ca rd  w he n  y o u ’re 
pa y in g . So, c o m e  to  the  p e o p le  w h o  
kn o w  ca m p in g , w h o  live, s le ep , eat 
c a m p in g  and  save  an ex tra  1 0 %  on 
w h a te ve r you  b u y!
This ofler valid thru May 3t. 1974.
M o rsa n  ~A l  ION* l  COMPANY
When you need all the help you can get.
TOTOWA/WAYNE PARAMUS
Route 4(i (Next to Channel) 810 Route 17
( */a mile East of Willowbrook) (No. of Ridgewood Ave.)
Powerful Drama in 
Players' 'Seasons'
By Mike Finnegan
Robert Bolt's "A  Man for All 
Seasons" is a play that entices and 
enthralls, even in the reading. When 
complemented by a sturdy 
production, such as the one currently 
offered by Players, the drama 
becomes very powerful Indeed.
All the performers work in earnest, 
and many of them function 
dynamically in their roles. The simple 
woodhewn sets and the suggestive, 
well-controlled lighting effects subtly 
suggest time and place just enough to 
seem historical and yet intensify 
attention on the actors.
M ARTIN  VAN Treuren, after an 
awkward start, settles into a capable 
characterization of Sir Thomas More, 
the 16th century English nobleman 
whose personal conscience comes 
into conflict with the marital whims 
of King Henry V III. Never was a 
historical figure evoked so strongly as 
in this work, and Van Treuren does a 
good job at concentration, although 
he is a bit selfconscious with regard 
to conversation with others.
His portrayal seems too fidgety and 
dour at first, but by the last half of 
act one, he strikes the balance of 
intelligence, wit and radiant goodness 
of More. Van Treuren ages well in the 
part, admirably conveys genuine 
family feeling, and most of More's 
speeches are delivered with ample wit 
and force.
John T. Bower as the Common 
Man is so hearty and convincing, that 
despite his physical spareness and lithe 
dexterity, he creates the picture of a 
boisterous, rotund everyman. He 
mugs slightly too much and his smile 
is too fawning, but In every other 
way, he makes an appealing guide 
through the tension-building scenes.
ALSO  STRONG in performance 
are David T. Peterson, coarse and 
bellowing yet innately intelligent as
the Duke of Norfolk, Maryann 
Monteverde, tender and motherly as 
Lady Alice More and Geoffrey 
Morris, especially sly and assured as 
More's chief persecutor Thomas 
Cromwell. All the actors deliver 
Bolt's lines with clear diction, as 
befits his obvious craftsmanship In 
creating crisp, literate dialogue.
Director Patrick Arvonio has 
extracted real regalness and authority 
from most of the cast, and his simple 
staging Invests the characters with 
immediacy and intimacy. Jason 
Rubin's staircase and heavily wooden 
decor are well done, and his lighting 
effects are sharply focused. Christine 
Ball's costumes are simple yet 
eloquent, giving strong suggestion of 
richness and grandeur.
Although too much time is taken 
with scene changes, the 
professionalism of the cast keeps the 
action as continuous as possible. The 
musical background is effectively 
employed, but it is too perfunctorily 
turned on and off, rather than gently 
fading into the scenes.
M ANY SCENES are strikingly 
executed-More at the scaffold at the 
end, succeeded by the chilling 
blackout and crash of the ax, the 
final court scene as More is 
sentenced, and the riverfront scenes 
with lyrically watery lighting effects.
It would take a totally inept 
production to dim Bolt's shining 
celebration of the individuality of the 
human mind, but Players' feeling, 
intimate production boosts Bolt's 
spirit to truly memorable heights.
"A  Man for All Seasons" will run 
nightly at 8:30 pm through Sunday, 
with 2:30 matinees tomorrow and 
Saturday in Studio Theater. Tickets, 
available In Memorial Auditorium 
box office or by phone (746-9120), 
cost 75 cents with SG A ID, $1 for 
students and $1.75 for adults.
Antonio’s Hairstyling
Antonio’s Styling for Men 
Unisex hair cutting, hair shaping and styles 
All the Latest Styles at Reasonable Prices,
Layer cuts and Razor Cuts.
Appointment Honored
Free Coffee and Buns 
Open From 8 am to 6 pm 
Closed Mondays 
248 Edison St., Clifton 
. Off Valley Road 
279-7793
termpopers termpopers
Quality, Originality Security
$2.75 per page
SEND NOW FOR LATEST CATALOG. ENCLOSE $2.00 
TO COVER RETURN POSTAGE
Hours: Mon-Fri 12 noon - 8 p.m.; Sat 12 noon - 5 p.m.
ESSAY SERV ICES
57 Spadina Avenue, Suite 105 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
Telephone: (416) 366-6549
Our research material is sold for research assistance only, 
not as a finished product for academic credit
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Diversity To Mark Dance Festival
The MSC Dance Company will 
offer a diversified program in this 
year's Spring Dance Festival, being 
performed on Thurs. and Fri. April 
25 and 26 at 8 pm in Memorial 
Auditorium.
Dance genres represented will 
include modern to African, as well as 
use of the media and some live 
accompaniment. Professional, faculty 
and student-choreographed selections 
will be offered. Eleven pieces will 
round out the program.
R E N O W N E D  C H O R E O G ­
RAPHER Deborah Brandt, who 
currently instructs various aspects of 
dance at her own studio in New York 
City, will present two pieces. One 
will be a quiet, thoughtful, ritualistic, 
animalistic dance with live recorder 
accompaniment, while the other will 
be a more intense work about 
internal conflict. Both works were
performed last year in a concert at 
Washington Square Methodist Church 
in New York City.
MSC dance instructors Linda 
Roberts and Patricia Nave will offer 
three pieces, and five student 
choreographers have devised works 
for the festival.
Paula Johnson has choreographed 
a piece from the traditional 
movements of a social dance from 
the Ewe tribe of Ghana, entitled 
"Gahu.” Johnson, who has 
previously studied dance at the 
University of Ghana and performed 
with Ghana's National Dance 
Company, is presently director of the 
Montclair Public Library Afro-Ballet 
Ensemble.
DIAN E LYNCH will present a 
dance with a comical touch. A 
transfer student from C.W. Post
College Long Island University, 
Lynch has also taught modern dance 
and has studied at the Merce 
Cunningham and Madame Pakule 
Dance Studios.
Dance Club president June 
Flanagan, director for the Festival, 
will contribute a piece entitled 
“Nerve Endings.“ Flanagan has 
choreographed various productions, 
including "Bye, Bye, Birdie," “Guys 
and Dolls" and last year's MSC 
production of "Jacques Brel is Alive 
and Well and Living in Paris."
Lael Nelson and Chris Conger have 
combined efforts to choreograph a 
piece accompanied by music from 
the Rolling Stones. Both have studied 
with the New Jersey School of Ballet 
and have performed with the 
Repertory Troupe on campus.
THE KEYN O TE  of thn festival is 
professionalism, according to
publicity chairman Patricia Murphy, 
not only for the participation of 
Brandt, Roberts and Nave, but for 
the wide scope of talent and 
experience shared by the student 
choreographers.
Tickets for both performances cost 
25 cents with SG A ID, 50 cents for 
other students and $1 for adults.
Tickets and other information 
available by calling 746-9120.
are
Duet in Recital
S t i f f  C om petition  fo r T o n ys
By Mike Finnegan
Predicting award winners can 
either diminish the surprise of the 
actual presentations or amplify the 
surprise when the choices come from 
totally out in left field. One wouldn't 
normally expect such shocks in this 
year's Antoinette Perry (Tony) award 
presentations for outstanding 
achievements in the Broadway 
theater, to take place on Sun., April 
21.
Then again, one might remember a 
certain writer's surefire choices in the 
Oscar race and review the situation. 
At any rate, the awards ceremonies 
will be broadcast live (ABC-tv 
Channel 7, 9-11 pm) and certain 
awards this season, if on cue, could 
prove very gratifying.
BROADW AY HAS been struck 
with "M oon " fever this season, in the 
form of a critically acclaimed, sellout 
revival of Eugene O 'Neill's " A  Moon 
for the Misbegotten," and a quartet 
comprised of three actors and one 
director should capture the 
m edallions. Jason Robards 
(Actor-Drama), Colleen Dewhurst 
(Actress-Drama), Ed Flanders 
(Supporting Actor-Drama) and Jose 
Quintero (Director-Drama) will 
probably be awarded Tonys for their 
collaboration on this production.
"Raisin," the warm and winning 
m usica liza tion  of Lorraine 
Hansberry's “A  Raisin in the Sun," 
looms as the strongest contender for 
musical awards. The musical actor 
race, that show's Joe Morton should 
only be opposed to any great extent 
by veteran Alfred Drake's charming 
turn in "G igi," but hopefully the 
force and fire of Morton's 
performance will overshadow 
sentimental inclinations to reward
Drake.
V irg in ia  Capers’ powerful, 
earth-mother performance in 
"Ra isin " should be a cinch, as 
Michelle Lee in "Seesaw" is too 
distant a memory and Carol 
Channing in "Lorelei" definitely too 
ancient a memory. Ernestine 
Jackson's performance as the faithful 
wife in "Ra isin " was truly 
memorable and she deserves to slip 
by the comical ladies of "Candide" 
and "Over Here" for the musical 
supporting actress award.
AN AW ARD to "Raisin's" 
supporting actor Ralph Carter would 
surely be a more gratifying award to 
a child than an Oscar to "Paper 
M oon 's" Tatum O'Neal (ugh!). 
D ona ld  Mc Ka y l e ' s  vibrant 
choreography in "Ra isin " is the clear 
Tony winner, but his direction of 
that show will likely be outweighed 
by Harold Prince's whirlwind, 
multi-ring circus staging of 
"Candide."
If just for sensual beauty and 
confidence in a very demanding role, 
Fionnuala Flanagan's Molly Bloom in 
"Ulysses in Nighttown" should surely 
bring home one award (Supporting 
Actress-Drama) for that Jamss Joyce 
adaptation.
The grandest and most publicized 
of the best play contenders in 
"Ulysses in Nighttown" and though 
it is definitely a mixed bag as far as 
dramatic writing goes, it should 
overshadow even the bold, 
controversial "Boom  Boom Room " 
in this category. Unquestionably 
"Ra isin 's" book and score are the
most awardworthy (although Hugh 
Wheeler's script of "Candide" could 
tighten the former race) and should 
cinch a fine sweep of awards, 
including Best Musical. (A win by the 
Lerner— Loewe score for "G igi," 
despite its melodic superiority, would 
be unfair, as most of the songs, the 
better songs, were written for the 
original film version.)
AT ANY rate, the Tony awards 
have consistently been the most 
entertaining of the awards programs, 
and though the grandeur of the 
awards isn't as far reaching as that of 
the Oscars or the Emmys, one can 
watch for the impressive array of 
memorable musical performances. 
That is one sure prediction.
Music majors Kent LaRue and 
Daniel Moore will present a 
duo-recital on Wed., April 24 at 8:15 
pm In McEachern Recital Hall. The 
recital is free and open to the public. 
LaRue will be heard on lute, guitar 
and in several vocal numbers. Moore 
will play harpsichord and piano.
In addition to solo works for these 
instruments, compositions for 
different combinations of them will 
be heard. The two artists will play 
music ranging from the early 15th 
century up through a 1974 
composition by LaRue. Music by 
William Byrd, John Dowland, J.S. 
Bach, Antonio Vivaldi, Debussy, 
Satie and Ravel will be included.
T H E  N E X T  s chedu l ed  
performance by LaRue and Moore 
will be in October at the Montclair 
Museum. Their program will be the 
first in a series of Friday afternoon 
performances co-sponsored by MSC 
and the Montclair Museum.
A  student of John Varner, James 
Gold, and Howard Greenblatt, LaRue 
m ost recently appeared as 
accompanist at the MA Recital of 
Leroy James Nolan, Jr., baritone, 
where his song cycle "Triptych" was 
premiered.
He is presently preparing for the
second annual recital of the MSC 
Collegium  Musicum (ancient 
instrument ensemble) and working 
on the musical score for a play by 
Anthony Salerno. He also teaches at 
the Montclair Academy of Musical 
Arts and in the New Milford school 
system.
MOORE HAS studied with Edna 
Bradbury and Russell Hayton. An 
outstanding keyboard artist, Moore 
divides his performing time between 
solo recitals and accompanying. His 
most recent organ recitals were at St. 
James Episcopal Church in Upper 
Montclair and at Paterson Cathedral 
in the Cathedral Concerts of Paterson 
series.
In the forthcoming May 19 
performance by the MSC Concert 
Choir, conducted by David
Randolph, Moore will play
harpsichord in Bach's "Cantata No. 
4 "  and Vivaldi’s "G loria" and organ 
in Faure’s "Cantique de Jean 
Racine."
At present he is organist-choir 
director of the Montclair Heights 
Reformed Church having previously 
worked in that capacity at St. John's 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in 
Bl oomf i el d  and Pequannock
Reformed Church.
N E W  P R IC E  P O I  IC  Y
A d u lt s  S 1 5 0
CALPW fU 226-067»
2 HHUP mAÂftowe
ELLIOTT 
GOULD
-THE LONG GOODBYE"
BOGART in THE BIG SLEEP'
FRIDAY«^ SATURDAY MIONITE SHOWS T T ST
a  CHARLIE CHAN F ILM S
i Sunday - Tuesday
LAURENCE 
OLIVIER ‘X w d  
MICHAEL ^
CAINE 1
Pe!ax¡ -  p o is o n
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149 W. Westfield Ave., 
Roselle Park 
STOP THE W ORLD  
I WANT TO GET OFF
Performances Friday, Saturday 
and Sunday at 7:30 pm 
Tickets Available at Box Office 
or May Be Reserved By
Calling 351-5033
Sen ior Ball W ine and
Fri., May 3
C h e e se  P a rty
8 pm to 1 am
Mariott Hotel Wed., May 15
Saddle Brook, NJ 7:30 to 9:30 pm
Dinner - Open Bar - Live Band Student Center
Bids $15 a Couple Live Band
On Sale April 16 Free - Invitations Will Be Mailed
SC Lobby Sponsored By Alumni Association
CCkllnpc«JLlNIV/I\J
S e n io r Graduation
B anquet Sun., June 9
1 pm
(5 pm in Case of Rain)
Fri., May 24 Sprague Field
8 pm to 1 am
Hanover Manor
East Hanover, NJ
Dinner - Open Bar - Live Band Watch For Posters With
Bids $5 Per Person
Further Information
On Sale May 7
On All Functions
SC Lobby
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CHEERSt
There will be an organizational 
meeting for all undergraduate 
students interested in trying out for 
the cheerleading squad (both men 
and women) on Wed., April 24 at 
7:30 pm in the Fourth Floor 
Conference Room at the Student 
Center.
Practice periods for tryouts will 
begin on May 7 at 4 to 6 pm and 
continue at the same time on May 8, 
9 and 13 at Panzer Gym. Tryouts will
Motorcycle
Insurance
And Any Insurance
Mark This Down 
Call Mark
371-6669
be held on May 15 at 7 pm in Panzer 
Gym.
HELP WANTED
Students in Tim Sullivan's 
Therapeutic Recreation course have 
become involved in the Easter Seal 
Society's program to encourage 
barrier free design, an architectural 
concept that enables handicapped 
people to have greater access to 
public buildings.
Anyone who wishes to volunteer 
their services to this effort can 
contact Sullivan in the Health and 
Physical Education Department.
TROPHIES ARE HERE
Winners from intramural wrestling, 
basketball one-on-one, and 
badminton can pick up their trophies 
in the S ILC  office on the fourth floor
Tutoring: History, Political 
Science, Anthropology. 
Proper Structuring of 
Term papers & Typing 
Service. Call 785-3593.
of the Student Center.
PINOCHLE PLAYOFFS
Finalists in S ILC 's  Single Deck 
Pinochle Tournament will be bidding 
against each other next Tuesday and 
Wednesday (April 23-24) in the 
championship playoffs. Those teams 
qualifying are as follows:
ITK  4-0
ITK  432 3-1
G & W 3-1
Integrators 3-1
SPURRED ON
Montclair State's Equestrienne 
team was among 26 college squads to 
compete in the horse show sponsored 
by Nassau Community College. Patti 
Cioffi was tall in the saddle, taking 
home a blue ribbon and silver trophy 
in her advanced walk trot canter 
class. Carol Hinks placed fourth and 
Fran Del Gatto and Barb Stolz took 
fifths in other classes.
The MSC riders will go up against 
West Point on Sun., April 21, in a 
final effort to accumulate points 
before the championship show at 
Southampton in two weeks.
Data Type And Research Services
2 Sylvan Street Rutherford, New Jersey 07070 (201 ) 933-6117 
Complete Educational Research Services 
Nation's Largest Catalog Listings of 
Educational Reference Materials.
Monday-Friday - 10:30 am - 6 pm Saturday -11 am - 4 pm
Q ueens Rules 
Squaw s ' Court
By Carol Rozek
(Special to the MONTCLARION)
Queens College stuck the 
Montclair State women's tennis team 
with its first loss of the young season, 
with a 4-3 win over the Squaws, at 
the New York school on Tuesday.
MSC dropped three out of their 
five singles matches, while gaining a 
split in their two doubles matches. 
Did! Wein and Anna Catroppa picked 
up the two MSC singles wins, 6-2, 6-2 
and 8-6, 6-4, respectively. First spot 
player Pixie Falcon absorbed a 6-1,
4-6 defeat from Cathie Carollo, while 
newcomers Sue Marchese and 
Clorinda Soracco also lost for the 
Squaws.
IN D O U BLES play, Marey Ellen 
Mahan and Roberta Vasko were 
frustrated 1-6, 6-2, 6-4. Cathie
Setback and Gail Hamersa remained 
unbeated on the season with a 6-3, 
6-2 sparkler.
The Squaws travel to C-lassboro 
State to take on the Profs t day in a 
3 pm start.
MSC to Host 
Karate Tourney
Montclair State will host the 
East Coast Regional Karate 
Tournament at Panzer Gym this 
Sun., April 21. The event is 
sanctioned by the Amatuer 
Athletic Union, and serves as a 
qualifying tourney for the 
nationals to be held in San 
Francisco, Calif, in June.
According to Edward Kaloudis, 
chairman of the tournament 
committee and faculty member of 
MSC, the college is privileged to 
have this "very prestigious event
back for the second time. With 
the help of Koei-Kan Karate Club, 
numbering over 250 students, last 
year we attracted over 2,000 
spectators, and this year we hope 
to do just as well.”
TH ERE W ILL be only black 
and brown belts competing, men 
and women in "Kata " and men 
only in "Kumite."
The finals begin at 4 pm with 
preliminaries slated for the 
morning. Admission is $2 and 
tickets are available at the Karate 
Club Office
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Now buy top brand Stereo
u-urr uuyiiig h u u iv ii 
Components at REAL WHOLESALE PRICES
SAVE ON THESE FAVORITE 
TOP NAME BRANDS
KLH
SONY
FISHER
DUAL
BSR
KOSS
SHURE
AR
TEAC
These and
SHERWOOD
GARRARD
AMPEX
PICKERING
PANASONIC
SUPEREX
DYNAKIT
EMPIRE
MARANTZ
many more
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• V  nobew l brand Cf¡
^  tuppU m  stand 100% %  
O  behind nM nnw neU »X end fianranta« ttattad £
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Use your Faculty - Student 
"Wholesale Privilege Card"
THE STEREO STARTER!
SHERWOOD S  7050
AM /FM  Receiver (20 watts RMS) 
including Walnut Cabinet 
Provisions for 2 Sets of Speakers
BSR 310AXE
Automatic Phono
•  Full Size Platter
•  Cue/Pause and Anti Skate
•  Base & Dust Cover
(2) BMI SENATOR
Speaker Systems 
(2 Way Air Suspension)
8" Woofer 3" Tweeter
List Price 
$401 .86 $21486
OUR SPECIAL PRICE
A NO GIMMICK SYSTEM
Combining The Cream of 4 Top Brands
KLH 52
AM/FM Receiver 
IHF Sensitivity 2.0 /¿V 
(60 Wattts RMS) High Filter, 
Muting -  Tuning & Signal Meter
List Price 
$714 .90
BSR 710X PHONO
with Base & Dust Cover
(2) FISHER XP65S
Three Way Speakers 
•  10" Woofer 5" mid range
3V2"  Tweeter
Frequency Response 33 — 20,000 Hz
OUR
SPECIAL
PRICE
*37781
W H O L E S A L E  P R IV IL E G E  C A R D
TH IS C A R C  I NT I T U  S 1 H I Ht AH L’H NAM ! U b l t < >W 
TO  B u y  A P I’l i A N T I I'I t f  V IS IO N S, » LiRNI T I j H t . 
Bf U M N O  i A B IT  I IN 1 W A TCH ! S A ‘k Wt l HY  
A T S P k t ' iA l  W H O U S A l l  P R lC tS .
I SUlNAUIRf O f I ,  ARO HOI Of It
VAT ID O NI V A l
H O U SEH O LD  APPLIANCE CENTER
MAIN SHÜWNIK1M T ,  M  V ,  m T /  A V20 P ASSA IC  A V I N u t  M l  Al A . I ! I AV tNU t
» AIM» It I  U. N J 07QQ6 i » un. ►. .
,201,2?; «UM* ,U|1| IAÍ hUJM
FOR AUTO PURCHASE. TIRES AND AUTO SERVICE 
INFORMATION. CALL (2011 227 6828
CHOOSE FROM  TOP B R A N O  CO LO R OR BLACK & WHITE 
TE LE V IS IO N S R EFR IG E R A T O R S  A IR  C O N D IT IO N ERS O ISH 
W ASHERS D ISPO SALS. CONSOLE ST E R E O S ANO  COMPON 
ENTS. F R EE 7 E R S  W ASHERS D R Y E R S  RANGES FINE FUR 
N ITU RE, BEDD ING  C ARPET ING  W ATCHES A  JEWELRY
MAIN SHOWROOM 
20 PASSA IC  AVENUE 
FA IR F IE LD  N J  07006 
12011227-6608
HOURS (Fm Hm M  Only! 
MON 9 9  TH U RS 9 b 
TU ES  9 b FRI 9 b
W ED 9 b SAT 9 4
SUFFF.RN N V 
»914» ÍS 7  692« 
HOURS I Su Main Only! 
MON 9-6 THURS 9-9 
TU ES  9 b -R l 9-9 
W ED 9 b iA T  9  4
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE CENTER
CONVENIENT FINANCING AVAILABLE
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE YOUR “WHOLESALE PRIVILEGE CARO” BRING YOUR ID  CARD TO OUR SHOWROOM AND WE WILL ISSUE YOU A CARD
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY 
CAN ALSO SAVE ON:
TELEVISIONS & RADIOS 
STEREO COMPONENTS 
FURNITURE 
CARPETING 
CALCULATORS 
BEDDING 
JEWELRY
SEWING MACHINES
* NEW CARS
* TIRES
* CAR SERVICE
* CALL (201) 227-6828
MAIN SHOWROOM
20 PASSAIC AVENUE  
FAIRFIELD, N. J. 07006 
(201) 227-6808 
Hour* (Fairfield Only) 
Mon. 9-9 IThurs. 9 6«I 
T u b s . 9-6 Fri 9 6 
Wed. 9-6 Sat. 9-4
BRANCH SHOWROOM
73 LAFAYETTE AVE. (RTE. 59) 
SUFFERN, N. Y.
(914) 357-6928 
Hour« (Suffern Only)
Mon. 9-6 Thurs. 9-9
Tues. 9-6 Frl. 9-9
Wed. 9-6 Sat. 9-4
Thuri. 9-9 effective 512174
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE CENTER provides you with the lowest 
prices in the area —  Largest Selection —  30 day exchange 
privilege if any component is found defective.
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SILC Warms
With the advent of warmer weather thoughts of many people 
have turned to the great outdoors to shake off the winter cob webs. 
This is why the Student Intramural and Leisure Council (SILC) is 
again running two intramural softball leagues (coed and men). 
Official softball rules will govern play with some modifications.
To point out a few of the changes, bunting and stealing are not 
permitted, players can not take leads until the ball has passed the 
batter and there is no advance on a passed ball.
DUE TO the wide spread interest shown by the student body, 
games in the men's league will be limited to nine innings or one 
hour, while contests in the coedl division will be limited to seven 
innings or 50 minutes, which ever comes first.
"The 12 coed teams and the 20 mens teams represent the highest 
turn-out we have ev^r had for this sport. The coed enrollment is 
twice the amount we had last year," exclaimed Stu Richter, S ILC  
president.
"Th is is the first year that this organization has been run by the 
students and only student participation can enable the program to 
grow. We would like to have a summer program for the people who 
will be studying here over the summer vacation. We could run a 
softball league and possible a basketball league if we get enough 
interested people. What we need now is feed back from the student 
body on these proposed ideas," according to Richter.
M ORE INNOVATIONS for the spring semester would be an 
outdoor volleyball league and outdoor badminton. -Delery
/U8#
Willowbrook Mall, Wayne
ANY OF THESE 
* 2 *
RESTAURANTS 
in or around
Featuring . . .
ITALIAN AMENC* N MENU
M O N D AY  - FR ID AY  ..  B A i i ( < iU C , T
BUFFET 
LUNCHEON
FR O M  11:30  till 2 :3 0  p.m.
DINING FACIllTIfS FOR UP 
TO 200 PEOPLE
ROUTE 23, WAYNE
(Adjocant lo Willowbrook Moll)
LATE NIGHT MENU 
Snack or 
Drink to 1 a.m.
fiffly ©Jr pair
ROUTE 23 (Next to Kleins-Willowbrook) WAYNE, N.J.
TEL. 256-7258 •  OPEN 7 NITES 'TIL 3 A.M.
DANCING 4  
ENTERTAINMENT 
WED.. FRI . SAT 
EVENINGS
— NOW APPEARING—  
The Emerald Experience
Billy (S’*
BOOKIFRIFT
FOR BOOKlOVERS
Come join us at our extraordinary 
50% OFF
giant paperback book sale.
Outstanding current and back list 
titles from many leading publishers.
This is a sale Booklovers can’t afford to miss.
S C H IL L E R 'S  FOR BO OKS 
Garden State Plaza 
Paramus, NJ 
Phone 843-3727 
Selected Titles
Neville e Neeiisis To Stickmen
By Tony Cafiero 
and John Delery
MSC goalie Mike Slemmer must 
have thought that Fairleigh 
Dickinson's Bruce Neville was his 
best friend or at least a close enemy, 
because he saw a lot of him around 
the net all day. Neville scored five 
unassisted goals helping FDU defeat 
the Indians 9-8 on Monday 
afternoon.
Neville totally stymied the Indians 
defense scoring in every period to 
boost the Knights to their first 
victory of the season against four 
losses.
"H E  (NEVILLE) just overpowered 
our defense. He is a very strong 
athlete with a powerful lefthand 
shot," Coach Glen Brown said during 
a post game interview.
The Indians opened the scoring 
quickly as Tim Flynn took a pass 
from Guy Anello and shot the ball 
past FDU goalie Sven Grotriah at 
1:56 of the first period. But then 
Neville got into the swing of things 
and in rapid fire action scored the 
first two goals of his day to put the 
Knights on top 2-1. Greg 
DiGioacchino brought the first 
period to a close with a game tying 
goal at the 14:52 mark.
FDU tallied the only goal of the 
second period when Dave Kelleher 
rippled the nets at the halfway point 
of the period.
FROM THERE the two teams
UNWANTED
PREGNANCY?
A M E R I C A N  F A M I L Y  
P L A N N I N G  I S  A 
H O S P I T A L - A F F I L I A T E D  
O R G A N IZ A T IO N  O FFER IN G  
YOU A L L  A L T E R N A T IV E S  TO 
AN UNW ANTED  PREGNANCY. 
FOR IN FO R M AT IO N  IN YO UR 
A R E A  CALL:
Call (215) 449-2006 
AM ER ICAN  FAM ILY  
PLANNING
A Medical Service to Help You
equally divided 12 goals. Guy Anello 
tied the score once more at three all 
with an unassisted goal with about a
SC O R IN G :
First period
(M SC)-Tlm y Flynn (Guy Anello) 
(FDU)-Bruce Neville (unassisted) 
(FDU)-Bruce Neville (unassisted) 
( M S C ) - G r e g  D i G i o a c c h i n o  
(unassisted)
Second period
(FDU)-Dave Kelleher (unassisted) 
Third period
(M SC)-Guy Anello (unassisted) 
(FDU)-Barry Feld (unassisted 
(FDU)-Joe Satriano (Chuck Samaras) 
(MSC)-Franklln Walker (unassisted) 
(MSC)-Franklln Walker (Guy Anello) 
(FDU)-Bruce Neville (unassisted) 
Fourth period
(FDU)-Gary Poltrack (unassisted) 
(FDU)-Bruce Neville (unassisted) 
( M S C ) - G r e g  D i G i o a c c h i n o
(unassisted)
(MSC)-Gary McGrlff (Dean Witty) 
( M S C ) - G r e g  D i G i o a c c h i n o
(unassisted)
(FDU)-Bruce Neville (unassisted)
minute gone by in the third period. 
FDU then recaptured the lead with 
two scores of their own. The pesky 
Indians hung right in there and 
knotted the game for the third time 
after veteran attacker Franklin 
Walker scored back to back goals.
From there Neville scored three 
unanswered goals to put the game 
out of reach.
DiGioacchino, playing his first 
game on attack was the Indians' 
leading scorer with three goals. Even 
though the defense was somewhat 
lacking, Keith Annara, in his first 
lacrosse match, came in for some 
high praise by Brown.
On April 8, the Indians (1-1) went 
up against Dowling College and came 
out easy 8-3 victors. Gary McGriff 
tallied four times for the Tribe while 
Dean Witty, Walker, Anello and Craig 
Spencer scored solo goals. "We were 
in total command," according to one 
MSC attacker. Slemmer prevented 11 
potential scores from entering the net 
as the Indians got off to a good start. 
They scored three goals in both the 
first and fourth periods and added 
single goals in the second and third.
TH IS EA R LY  in the season, the 
K n i c k e r b o c k e r  Conference 
championship looks to be up for 
grabs between Kean College, FDU, 
and Montclair State. "Kean is the 
team to beat," according to Brown. 
"But even though FDU is only 1 
and 4 they have played such teams as 
Villa Nova and C.W. Post, which are 
top calibre teams," Brown added.
Raphael's Restaurant 
and Pizzeria
744-7637
HOME COOKED ITALIAN DINNERS
SOUPS* APPETIZERS* DESSERTS
•VEAL CUTLET •CHICKEN 
•SCALLOPS ‘ SHRIMP
S P E C IA L IZ IN G  IN  PASTA D ISH ES« P IZ Z A ’S
You 're welcome to bring your own wine or beer.
“ PLEASE HELP 
MAKE NEXT WEEK 
THE BIGGEST OF 
MY CAREER.”
The brewers of Budweiser, in coopera­
tion with ABC Radio, asked me to 
remind you that April 22-27 is National 
College “ Pitch In!” Week.
All week, all over America, students 
like you will be filling-up litter cans 
like me.
If there’s an official “ Pitch In!” Week 
program in your campus community, 
join up. If there isn’t, you can still 
support the national effort. Just pick 
up any litter in your path next week 
and bring it to me.
Thanks, 
see you 
then.
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS
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Fencers Finish Fourth Nationally
By Len Guida
A s  f a r  a s a t h l e t i c  
acknowledgement goes, the Montclair 
State women fencers were foiled 
again. The team jabbed their way to a 
superlative 4th place finish among 25 
colleges in the 46th National 
Women's Intercollegiate Fencing 
Association Champoinships at 
Cornell University. However, fencing 
Coach Domenica Desideriscidi and 
her hard-working corps had to supply 
themselves with their own slaps on 
the back.
" I 'd  like to see the girls get the 
recognition they deserve," asserted 
Desi, comparing the importance of 
the N IW FA Championship with that
of an AAU  track Championship. 
"They've always placed somewhere 
in the top ten in the N IW FA."
THE COMPETIT ION  occurred 
over a period of three days. The 
fencers were ranked according to 
four pools or groups (A.B.C.D) of 25 
each. Individual totals out of a field 
of 100 fencers were also tallied. Each 
school executed four bouts against 
the rest of the field.
MSC ended the championship with 
65 team victories to follow California 
State University (81), Cornell 
University (79), and local rival 
William Paterson (76) in the scoring. 
The girls earned splits with California 
and Cornell but were outmanuevered
HRL Weekend 
May 2-5
Reg: April 22 - 26, 29, 30 and May 1
Fulltime students: $15 
others: $50
lifts Notes
America s Most Asked For Study Aid 
Guides you to fast understanding 
more than 200 plays and novels
i Keynote Reviews give it to you straight and fast. Self-Tests let 
you pinpoint where you need help the most .lead you right to the 
f basic tacts and additional information you need to shore up your weak 
T spots Make every minute count-get the Cliffs Keynote you need tor 
efficient, profitable reviews Available tor 20 major subjects
Clifts Course Outtines
Helps you keep up-even ahead-as you study required basic courses 
Keyed to major textbooks Helpful questions, essay topics
and bibliography
Professional Education Series
A must for education maiors The first series to relate educational 
theory to the realities of what's happening now in education Now 
covering more than 20 major topics
Cliffs
by William Paterson In their bouts, 
1-4.
Desi’s four fencers each placed 
within the top ten of their respective 
pools. Nancy Murray captured ninth 
among A fencers, Mary Lou Caffara 
second for B fencers, Julie Loveridge 
10th among C fencers, and Mary
Caprlo fourth for D fencers. Mary 
Lou Caffara also carted off a $50 
fencing scholarship for placing 
seventh in the individual totals.
O ESt'S  SQ U AD  consists of all 
upperclassmen, with Caffara being 
the lone junior. "The girls are 
experienced fencers each having two
to three years of experience," Desi 
made a point of mentioning.
Caffara will ofi hard pressed to lead 
an inexperienced squad next year, 
but for now, the fencers will be 
content to rest on their fourth place 
finish.
MSC
But
Netmen Winded 
Bou nee Gothi cs
By Rich Keller
On a day so windy a kite would 
have trouble surviving, the 
Montclair State netmen blew 
conference foe Jersey City State 
off the court, copping an 8-1 
victory and boosting their record 
to 2-0.
"Our season has been
conditioned by the loss of
List,"  stated tennis coach
George Petty, during an interview 
after the Indian's scalping. "Still,
I am very impressed by the spirit 
of the guys. They have risen to 
the challenge and as a result are 
playing much better than they 
were last year," he said.
W ILL  MSC repeat as
conference champs? Petty expects 
trouble from Trenton State and 
Kean College, but Glassboro State 
should be the ultimate in state 
competition. "We're still not up 
to Glassboro State's standards. We 
must find out where we're weak 
and build ourselves up if we want 
to beat them and take the 
conference again."
"Glassboro's one-two men are 
very good; they are deep players 
(meaning that the quality of their 
play is strong in all aspects of the
game). *
"We don't have the team we 
had last year"...since they are 
m inus Li st and John 
Donleycott..."but the squad is 
willing and able."
THE N O N -C O N FER EN C E  
teams that Petty fears most are 
East Stroudsburg State ("I read in 
a tennis magazine that they were 
ranked tenth in the country on 
the college level.") and Upsale. 
"Both teams show considerable 
strength and will be tough."
Dr. George Petty
Puzzled By Wind?
Possib ly  the toughest 
competitors on the squad are 
Kevin Schmidt and Mark 
Cucuzella, the Indians two and six 
men, respectively. "When they 
fall behind in their match, they 
always manage to pull themselves 
together and rebound for the 
win," Petty exclaimed.
"Tom  Krukiel, our number one 
player, who has consistantly 
gotten points for us, is a fine 
performer and I would say that he 
is definitely our most consistent 
competitor. Tom is a quiet young 
man who in future years, with his 
ability, could be the number one 
man for any club around. Without 
him, our team just wouldn't be 
the same."
"T H E  W IND is really bad. It's 
so bad at times that I begin to 
wonder if anything from here to 
the west coast is blocking the 
wind," mused Petty.
The wind definitely effected 
play, as it swept and swirled 
around and through the courts 
like a mini-tornado, "moving the 
ball as much as two feet and do 
you know how demoralizing it 
can be to swing at a ball that 
(saying with a puzzeled look) was 
there just a minute ago."
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Waller Hurls Easter Eggs
By John Delery
Easy come easy go seemed to be 
the order of the day as Rich Waller 
retired the first 23 men he faced and 
came away with a no-hitter in a 6-0 
Montclair State win over Bloomfield 
College on Monday afternoon.
Mixing his side-arm fastball with 
an occasional curve, Waller (3-1) 
breezed through the first seven 
innings unscathed. Then with one out 
in the eighth the Deacons got their 
only base runner of the day vYien 
Waller walked Wayne Greenwood on 
a 3-2 pitch. He was quickly erased
Q U E E N S  C O LLEG E (2 -2 ) 000-020-100 3 4 2
M O N T C L A IR  STATE(6-5) 107-032-100 14 17 1
Doubles:MSC-Jlm Rake, Dan Dunn
Trlples:None
Home Runs:None
•J Winning Pitcher: Paul Mirabella (2-1) Losing Pitcher: Gary Kowal (1-1)
Rich Waller
Almost Perfect
M O N T C L A IR  STATE(7-5) 040-000-020 6 9 0
B L O O M F IE L D  C O LLEG E (0 -3 ) 000-000-000 0 0 1
Doubles:None 
Triples:None 
Home Runs:None
Winning Pitcher: Rich Waller (3-1) Losing Pitcher: A l Bauer (0-2)
MONTCLARION
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though, when Waller picked him off 
second base.
IT WAS a virtual cake walk as 
Waller struck out 17 with only that 
one free pass marring his day's effort. 
The MSC outfielders probably could 
have taken the day off because not 
one Deacon batter hit the ball out of 
the infield.
But as in everything we do a little 
assistance from our friends never 
hurt. Third baseman Tony Scarlatelli 
helped Waller preserve his no-hitter, 
in the fifth, when he fielded a bunt 
up the third base line and threw on 
to first base to foil Bloomfield's only 
real attempt for a hit all day.
" I  didn't feel any different than 
any other day. I did mix my pitches 
very well but the infield was great. 
They made all the plays which helps 
a pitcher out a lot," Waller explained.
MSC GOT all the runs they needed 
in the second when right fielder Bob 
DeJianne opened the inning by 
getting on via a two base error. Frank 
Petite then followed with a single to 
left to score him. Karl Gordon 
walked pushing Petite to second, 
where he quickly scored on the first 
of two Gary Banta singles.
Gordon then scored the third run 
of the frame when Scarlatelli lined a 
hit to center. Scarlatelli proceeded to 
steal second and travel home himself 
on a misjudged Jim Rake single to 
right center. Banta then iced the
contest away with a two run single in 
the ninth.
In other games played over the 
Easter vacation, MSC swept three 
games from Newark College of 
Engineering 21-0, Queens College 
14-3 and William Patterson 6-1.
The Indians record now stands at 
7-5 but a rough week lies ahead as 
they play four games in the next 
seven days. The long haul begins with 
William Paterson at Pittser Field 
today at 3 pm.
Gary Banta
Gets Two Hits
Tribe Flies Over Bombers on Bucinsky's Birdie
By Hank Gola 
and John Zawoyski
Sophomore Tom Rucinsky sank a 
25 foot putt for a birdie on the first 
hole of sudden death to lead 
Montclair State's golf team to a 
thrilling win over Rutgers/Newark 
and highlight weekend golf action.
The match, played at the Rutgers 
Golf Course in New Brunswick, was 
tied at nine at the end of regulation 
play. MSC coach Jerry DeRosa 
decided to place the responsibility of 
the overtime golf on Rucinsky, his 
number one player, while the 
Bombers went with Rich Westwood, 
who had already beaten Rucinsky 2V4 
to V4 in the 18 hole regulation.
R U C IN SK Y  H ITJiis  tee shot 270 
yards down the right side of the 
fairway on the 520 yard par five 
hole, out distancing Westwood by 30 
yards. He followed with a three wood 
and got on the green in three with a 
wedge. His opponent, meanwhile was 
just off the green in three and 
chipped on to within 55 feet of the 
pin. Rucinsky ended all the suspense 
by holing out his fast breaking putt.
The Indians and Bombers always 
seem to produce a cliffhanger 
whenever they meet on the links.
"This is the third straight year that 
we've tied them," DeRosa remarked. 
"They beat us in overtime last year 
and always seem to give us a lot of 
trouble," he said of Rutgers/Newark.
THE IND IANS victorious golfers 
in regulation time were Fred 
Tomczyk, who took Bob Delserr 2-1,
Bob Nitkewicz, who defeated Dave 
Pacer 2V&-V4, and Ted Wagner, who 
blanked Rod Ciccone 3-0.
The rest of the Tribe's Easter 
matches proved to be quite succesful. 
MSC triumphed over Bloomfield
College at the Knoll Country Club 
11’/4-6'/j, and split a tri meet with 
William Paterson and East 
Stroudsburg State at the North 
Jersey Country Club, topping the 
Pioneers 10V4-7'/a, and falling to the 
Warriors, 14-4.
The young season has given 
DeRosa promise. "We have already 
d e f e a t e d  B l o o m f i e l d ,  
Rutgers/Newark and William 
Paterson this year, compared to the 
losses we suffered against them last 
season,” the genial PGA member 
stated.
THE TRIBE will put it's 1-0 
conference record on the line today 
at 3 pm, when they travel to the 
Mountain View Golf Club to face 
Trenton State. It looks to be a stiff 
test for DeRosa’s young squad.
"Trenton is strong and it should be 
a good match," DeRosa concluded.
M O N T C L A IR  ST A T E  9, 
R U T G E R S  N E W A R K  9*
Rick Westwood (RN ) 2Vi Tom 
Rucinsky Vi
Ed Kearns (RN ) 2 Tim O 'Brien 1 
Fred Tomczyk (MSC) 2 Bob Delserro 
1
Pete DeVito (RN ) 3 Ray Weeks 0 
Bob Nitkewicz (MSC) Dave Pacer Vi 
Ted Wagner (MSC) 3 Rod Ciccone 0
‘ SU D D E N  D E A T H  
Tom  Rucinsky defeated Rick 
Westwood on fourth hole with 
25-foot birdie putt. Hole was par 
five, 520 yards.
M O N TC LAR IO N /Jerry  Ford
WATCH THE B IR D IE : Montclair State Golfer Fred Tomcyk Iright) is caught in his follow through as he drives off the 
tee against Rutgers/Newark. Watching are from left to right, Rick Westwood and Bob Delserro of R-N and MSC 's Tom 
Rucinsky. Rucinsky sank a birdie putt in sudden death to win for the Indians.
